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ofit, for it seemed as if the lad}7 was more mind weel how you brought the dear barin ’ paused, outcome with contending feel- God bless you in each other !” With these
disposed to resent his tirilooked-for atten- in to me, and I couldna mak out which of ings : he looked at Emily, but her counte
countc- \vords he took the trembling band of Em
tion than to accept of it. “ Pray, Mr. you had got the hurt, for you vvas crying nance expressed no recoiling horror— ily, and placing it in that of Ponsonby, he
JAMES K. REMICH,
Ponsonby,” said the provoking girl, “ to and she was comforting you—till the sweet there, was no cold disdain in her tearful left them there, alone.
"Urt,t)er
thf!,
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
what am I indebted for this unusual piece barin said, ‘ Never mind, Harry, for if I eyes ; she still clung to him with confiding
“ Emily ! Miss Devereux ! can y- u
Terms---- Two dollars per annum if of gallantry '! I rather think the sun has am blind you will lead me about, and prom tenderness, and though she wept, they forgive me ?” said Ponsonby in extreme
>
paid'within the year.—No papers discontin shone quite as brightly for this week past, ise nev’er to leave me ; and I shall be far did not seem bitter tears. He clasped agitation, as raising the passive hand that
and ToWns(
cornine to
ued (except at the option oF the publisher) but neither it nor any thing else has been happier than poor old Margaret, for she her td his heart ; he felt he was beloved, lay in his, he put it to his lips. “ Oh call
Until all arrearages are paid.
able to draw you from your room. I has nobody to be kind to her.’-—And and tasted for a moment the deepest bliss me not by so cold a name,” exclaimed a
The publisher will not hold himself re hope my absent cousin has had more of then you promised”—“ Oh, Margaret, this world has to bestow.
voice M’hich thrilled his soul with rapture.
sponsible for any error in any advertisement your thoughts of late than we of your com you must not be remembering all the
It was but for a moment—the next he “ Oh, Harry, forgive my part in this de
beyond the amount charged for its insertion. pany, or I fear she may have reason to re foolish things I said and promised when I almost thrust her from him. “ Oh, Emily ! ception, and look upofi me,” said the
1^ and Joseph e fe’1
pent of her early preference. Does Mr. was a boy,” said Ponsonby, coloring deep do not look upon me thus, or I shall be a blushing girl, as she threw back the veil
Ponsonby avoid thinking of the absent as ly ; “ one gets wiser as they get older.” villain!” and he tore himself shuddering from her face ; and Harry gazed upon
MISCELLANEOUS.
1 ..
7’n” ssioners »
studiously as he does talking of them 1 —“ Aweel, aweel, see that it be sae, my from her arms.
At this moment, the ex’h well-known feature, and clasped to
.«sètti e Se,”rai«
From LittelVs Museum.
“ What can you mean, Emily ? Surely I young gentleman ; but remember its ae voice of Mr. Devereux was heard ap his heart his only love—bis first loved-—
have never avoided talkihg of your cousin thing whiles to be wise, and anither to be proaching them, and Ponsonby hailed it as last loved Emily.
N1EL HOSE,/.0(j
TWO*Z>XIXaSSS.
when an opportunity was offered.” “ But honest, & I never saw muckle good come that of his guardian angel. Too much ag
The moon was high in the heavens be
[concluded.]
you have avoided the opportunity,” said of the wisdoms that made fLlK’ no like to itated to speak, he placed Emily in her fore Emily and her fever recolle ted tho
As the cousins grew out of childhoo“, tlr? sG.uCy girl,
which comes to the same hear of their youthful promises.—But win- father’s arms, and was hastily retreating, hour. It was the sound of music in the
Mr. Devereux found it necessary to al thing. Poor little Emily ! I fear she runs na ye step into the house, Miss Emily, as ye when his guardian caught him by the arm. drawing room that first drew their atten
ter his plan of educating them together. much risk of being forgotten altogether ; used to do, for I feel au unco weight in the “ What has happened, Harry ?” inquired tion. “ It is my cousin singing to her fa
indebted to th
Their governess had accepted an advan and yet it is no fault of mine, for I am air, and Pm thinking w.e’ll not be lang the anxious father ; “ are either of you ther,” said Emily ; “and now, Harry,
«•m are requested^
tageous offer of superintending a limited sure when we were together I reminded without a shower ?”—“ Indeed, saidPon- hurt?”—“ But still receiving no reply, he you shall see for the first time this dreaded
. by the last day of}'
1 ’wgtect thiScaiU 3
establishment for young ladies : and the you of her daily, hourly—did I not, Har sonby, looking at the sky, “ it is darkening looked more suspiciously at the conscious Emily, of whom poor innocent thing, we
increasing infirmities of his aunt, made ry ?” “Oh, Eriailyl” exclaimed the agi all round us ; Emily, we iimust hurry pair—the truth appeared to burst upon have made such a cat’s paw ; but it was
Mr. Devereux unwilling to deprive her tated Ponsonby, grasping her hand, “ you homeward.” Emily, who saw that her him—“ Go,, young
_„o man,” said
..................
he in a tone
...... all my uncle’s doing, and I believe he
'f. 9, 18-8.
of the society of both the little girls at do indeed remind me of her, and that so companion was impatient under the iilum- of displeasure—
—“ go and order the car
«ar done it as much to punish us for our fault
once.
A plan was therefore arranged powerfully, that at times I scarce know ed recollections of poor old Margaret, riage here—it is well for some that it wras as to prove our affection.”
‘ Thank
j
that the cousins should each alternately which Emily I am thinking of or speaking availed herself of the threatening appear at no great distance, for neither of you God, the punishment and the probation
’»^btedto the suft
be for a year with their former governess, to. I look on you as I should look on ance of the clouds, to shorten their visit ; seem very able for much exertion. It have ended both so happily,” exclaimed
epested to call,
Mrs. Hartley, and with their, grand-aunt her ! I think of you when I should think so with an assurance to the old woman will be well to assume a little more com Harry. “ Oh, Emily, with what unmingat Stokely, until their education should be of her, and wi£h, and wish—what is impos of visiting her soon again, they took their posure before reaching home ; for there led pleasure shall I now listen to those
benjamin Doi
completed. Thus it happened that du sible—that there was but one Emily in leave,.and left the cottage.
is one waiting your arrival who may as lit sweet Words,
.-■anding, Sept. 2,18291
ring the twelve months which Harry had the world for me, and she was—” “ Oh,
They were nearly two miles distant tle comprehend your present agitation as I
‘ Et 1’on revient too jours, toujours
passed with his guardian, previous to his do not say it, Harry I” exclaimed the from the Priory, and Ponsonby, observing do. Emily, your cousin is come, and Mrs.
A ses primeres amours !”’
quitting him for college, the younger Em now trembling girl, placing her hand upon the fast increasing darkness, and feeling Hartley’s carriage now waits for you.”
lias for sale
ily had been his only companion, and the his lips, as if to stop the words she dared the sulphurous impression of the air, be Ponsonby waited to hoar no more. Dart
tìeiè farmer
^'rquainy-any^,
natural consequence of their being thus not hear, “ Come, come, I must not lis gan to fear that the storm would break ing from his guardian, ho beckoned for
sell
onr ha-lftheM
-as they were
thrown together, was a growing affection ten to this nonsense. I shall go to Mrs. before they could reach its shelter. He the carriage to attend them, and plunging How a Horse shogjd be confined in a Stable.
The universal practice in Massachu
for each other. Ponsonby then thought Hartley’s and send Emily to you, and then would have urged Emily to strike across into the wood, he took a path which led
instrument pure)®
with new strings,
that his love for Emily was the sweetest, you will have your wish, and I shall have the M’ood, as affording a nearer path, but him in an opposite direction to the Priory. setts, as in most other places, is to tie him
in a narrow stall with his fore feet higher
17.-5' dozen Essences'
and would be the most enduring feeling, mine ; for believe me dear Harry, there just when about to propose this measure,
The rain had now ceased ; the blue sky , than bis hind ones. In some stables the
c-mnamon in- boxes,pul;
of
his
existence
;
he
had
cherished
it
du

is
nothing
I
desire
so
earnestly
as
that
you
the first flash of lightning broke from the appeared once more, and the last rays of
dia Market, andasom!
ring five long years of absence, and had should continue true to your first affec clouds, and he thought it safer to keep the setting sun were reflected from a declivity is ver}7 considerable. It is my
not at pi-esentremarkft
opinion, that if there must be a declivity,
been proud to feel that it never was strong- tion.
...........................
.. .......................
....... ........
r will dispose of them it
” With these
words Emily
returned the open fields, even at the risk of expos thousand sparkling gems, which bent the
titles on fair term.s-.fe
er than at the moment when he expected | to the house, leaving Ponsonby more be- ure to the coming rain. Emily was no heavy branches to the ground. But the it should be forwards. A horse worked
o JOHN Lli
to be restored to her. All this M7as true | wildered than ever. “ Nothing that she coward, but the rattling peal of thunder unhappy Ponsonby heeded not the beauty every day on a fast trot over hard ground,
August 8,1829,
—and even now he felt that sweet and < desires so much as that I should be true which immediately followed the vivid flash, ofthesky, nor yet the wetness of the tan as a coach horse, suffers enough in his fore
feet when he is sound. One of the first
voung affection warm at his heart!—ah ito my first affection!” repeated Harry, declared how alarmingly close the danger gled wood through which he forced his
’OR SALE '
Wild
^roin. ^-’s was
j “ Strange, unaccountable girl !—But be it was, and clinging, pale and breathless to way. To remove from Stokely, and from signs of incipient disease in them, or rather
Ä BARGAIN, one ft.
of the crowded state which precedes dis
ì-ó« brnact
which now swelled ; so—The task becomes easier, now that I her companion, she felt the blessing of hav all it contained, w7as the only distinct feel
of the Brig
ease, is his throwing his weight as much
t3
ns burthen, thta, • '
. A“d ing such an arm to support her trembling ing of his heart. Yet the freshness of th^ as he can on his hind legs. I am inclined
Id, Copper tastenedand?
Jj'gt-' miw I have but to school my own heart, steps. “ Lean on me, dearest Emily,” air, and the fragrance of the woods, allay
cd her sway, and burst upon him in al
to doubt the fact of his preferring to stand
ir months since, as A
aioneVwj^
dangerous pleasure of being said Ponsonby; “ try to hasten your ed by degrees the fever of his mind, and
tharms !
ing at the wharf id
o e wi n v“'^ko^itching creature while steps ; if you can reach the old barn at the cooled his burning brow. He reached a up hill under such circumstances.—One
But not unchecked did young Ponsonby she remaps I.
reason for such opinion is the manner in
nd is in all respectsafe~nr-vmrrmTnest part of the
permit himself to indulge in this sw’eet in-i
f
ms of Payment liberal,1
But this schooling of the heart Ponson- fromthe rain
and they quickened their wood, and resolved to remain there, until which his weight is thrown on his toe‘s
DANIEL Nil
when he stands up hill, even if his heels
toxication ; severely did he take himself I by found no easy task. Every member of pace with this hope.—But now the clouds
to task, and yet he scarce could say I the family appeared to have a plot to bring burst at once over their heads, the rain all chance of meeting with Emily should are raised. Another great disadvantage
be over. He could not bear the thought
whence the blame had arisen. He had. this unfortunate couple together. Even descended in torrents, and when they of seeing together the two beings whom ofhis standing so is, that he throws the
ms indebted.to the late!
whole weight of his forehead upon the
còme prepared to love his own long cher- i 7?
good Mrs. Elizabeth i *..{innocently
lent HUI
her reached the old barn, they found that all
LX
on earth he bad best loved and most deep
Svmonps, & Cn,0Ftdl
same musclesand tendons be uses most in
ished mistress, yet ere one wandering aid,
‘ ’ —she could not make out her evening the protection they could gain was from ly injured.
ous to the SOtb of A]ii
draught. It is certainly of importance,
thought had sprung within his breast, he walk unless supported by an arm of each ; the outer wall, for the door was.fastened so
requested to make ite
Many were the agitating thoughts that if he must have an unnatural .strain
o further extension <ifi.
had listened to that voice which could and when she had reached her accustom securely lis to resist all Harry’s most pow
which tortured the brain of Ponsonby dur
•wed.
A F. OT
. any where when he is not at work, it
never be forgotten, and gazed on those ed distance, she would urge Harry and erful attempts at forcing an entrance.—In
ing this anxious interval ; but none of
pist 20, 1829.
. should not be where the strain must be
bewitching eyes which still would follow Emily to continue their way a little far vain he led her to the most sheltered side
them was so painful as the recollection of
when he is. It is a vast comfort to a
him wherever he went. Yet was it long ther, giving them frequently some com of the wall, the violence of the gale
the earnest persuasion, by which he over
horse to be in a box. He should be able
before the youth would admit the painful mission of benevolence to perform which made it impossible for him to screen her
came the reluctant timidity of his young
humiliating truth, that his first love was she herself was unable to accomplish.
from the drenching rain, and Ponsonby and gentle Emily, and forced from her a to choee his own position, at least to sleep
extinguished, or had never deserved the
by the subscriber Mi
It was while proceeding one afternoon, saw with dismay, her light garments wet promise of being his, and his alone ; and in, and relieve what muscles he wishes. In
mis,
a stall, he must sleep, through life, with
name of that omnipotent passion. His up on a mission of this nature^ to the cottage through and clinging to her slender form.
this too without the permission of her un
rking Oxen, eight yearsoi
his head held in the air, and bis legs un
right honourable heart turned with pain of an old Scotch woman, a pensioner of
In
a
moment
he
stripped
off
1
his
coat,
cle. He well remembered that this prom
>It, two .years old,
der
his body. His getting cast in a box is
from
the
possibility
of
such
unfaithfulness,
Mrs
*
Betty
’
s,
that
Emily
and
Ponsonby
in spite of Emily’s entreaties to desist, and ise was mutual, and could he hesitate a
lerchantable Bricks,
and he shut his eyes to the danger, and re had been induced to prolong their walk. holding it between her and the blast, he
not a common occurrence.
Ten feet
JOSEPH ST0B1
moment to perform his part in it ? No ; he
square will do well ; if he cannot have a
solved to struggle with it, if it indeed ex The evening was sultry, almost to breath placed himself as a further shelter against
August 1. 1829.
hated himself for the very thought ; and
isted.
lessness ; and as Emily leant on the arm its fury. At length came a flash of such rose determined that the night should not larger one. In a box he is freed from the
>L R & CORI
torment ofhearing walking and talking be
Thus passed the time away, and Pon of her companion, slowly pursuing their startling brightness, that Emily clung to
close until all had been confessed to her hind him.
M<.i FLOUR SCOW
sonby felt his task becoming more difficult wray, a more than usual constraint seemed her companion with convulsive fear, and
who held his plighted faith.
! subscribtr at the Inrt
As to how he should be fed.—I have nev
every hour, nor did Emily appear to aid to weigh on the spirits of both. Few Ponsonby himself was thoroughly alarmed.
D. SHACKFffl
As he drew near to the Priory, he was
him
in
it.
It
was
true
she
rather
encourawords had been uttered by either, until He drew the trembling and almost lifeless thankful that the deepening twilight would er yet met with a person having the charge
c. August 1,1829.
of horses, who in my opinion attached
ed than checked him in any illusion to they reached blind Margaret’s door, and girl to his bosom, and gazing earnestly on
conceal in some degree his agitation ; but
a & VlÄi
sufficient importance to the impropriety of
his youthful attachment ; nay,' she dwelt they felt it a relief when the old woman her pale face, he conjured her to open
still reluctant to enter, be sought a mo
allowing a horse his usual allowance of
with emphasis upon the minutest circum appeared, seated in her usual sunny corner her eyes and look at him !—to speak to
‘by JOS. C.W
mentary respite by passing into an adjoin
p Corn and Cirfer Vin^
corn when suffering from cold.-—Not only
stances regarding it which had been con at the end of the house. She arose, and him if but a word !—for her silence and
ing shrubbery, which surrounded the
k. August 15.1829.
is the,corn thrown away, but it must al
fided to her by her artless cousin ; and spreading her apron, seemed prepared to death-like paleness had filled him with
house. A glass door from the drawing
ways do him some harm, and may do him
Harry thought she almost took a mali- welcome them long before the silent pair unutterable terror.—“ Emily ! you are not
room
opened
upon
a
little
lawn,
fringed
on
f cious pleasure in attaching importance to believed it possible to be aware of their
(lation
Many horses that suffer
hurt ?—you are only frightened ? Oh say both sides ^vith flowering shrubs, and Pon a great deal.
from a thickening of windpipe, a disease
them, at the very time when he was winc- approach.
“ Well, Margaret and how so, dearest '. speak to me, if it be but a
fe of John Brown,
sonby
knew
that
from
this
opening
he
for which we have here no name, many
eft that city in June law ingunderthe recollection ofhis fetters. are you to-night ?” said Emily, advanc word !”—“ No, I am not hurt, and ought
could observe whether the room was yet that are broken winded, many that are ru
nee which time she»' Yet it was difficult to reconcile this mis ing ; “ I have brought a friend with me
not
to
be
frightened,
”
said
the
poor
trem

lighted up, or if the family were assem
fewburyport, but can W chievous triumph with the deep blush of
to see you, and you must tell who it is bling girl; “ but, dearest Harry, that flash bled there. All was dark within ; but ined in their feet, may have it ascribed to
Her name is W
pleasure
which
would
suffuse
her
cheek,
before he speaks. You know I always —that awful flash ! it seemed to fall so his attention was soon drawn to another being fed on severe colds. The corn in
h her a child named ii
creases the disorder of the system by the>
when she herself was the exclusive ob- said
.
* Margaret, and now frightfully near to where you ¿tood. Oh,
you was a witch,
quarter by bearing the voice of Mr. De difficulty with which it is digested, and
nation relating to them' ject ofhis attention. Thus, as the con- I amsure of it, for youi rose to-night to re God ! if it had fallen on you !”—and she
vereux
in
earnest
conversation
with
an

reived by her husband,» duct of Emily became every day a greater ceive us before even ‘ Fine Ear,’ in the
looked up at him with an expression of other person at no great distance ; in the when digested it exaggerates what tenden
v-Rowley,Mass,
cy may exist to local inflammation.—-Oats
enigma to Ponsonby , and consequently fix fairy tale could have told we were com tenderness and anguish that thrilled his
next moment he saw the figure of his are the least dangerous corn, they bein^
ed more ofhis observation, his heart be ing.”
inmost soul.
“ Emily, dearest Emily ! guardian, with that of his now dreaded Em
came more and more filled with her image.
46 Na, na, Miss Emily, I’m no a witch, and was it for me you feared ? and would ily, at the end of the walk into which he so very light. There is another remark
Notice,
which 1 M'ould make, which is. that no
Retried to satisfy himself as to the state nor as little a fairy,” said the old woman ; you have regretted me—wmuld you have
unis and JM" I«?
was about to enter. Ponsonby hesitated horse should be fed higher than usuaU
of her feelings, but his efforts were vain. “ the gifts which witches and fairies pos grieved for me had I been taken from you ‘I
f the subscriber, aft«®
for a moment whether he should approach when forced to any accidental violent ex
Her character was much too open, and sessed are not bestowed on mortals now-a- —then grieve for me—then pity me now !
bekftÄM?
them : but hesitation came too late—he ertion. He never ought to be forced to
her disposition too generous, to admit the days ; yet God has given a sense to the Oh, Emily ! believe
that the stroke saw that he was observed ; for Emily, the
k. August 140829^
any, which he has not in some degreo
imputation of coquetry, and yet at times blind which amaist makes up for that which would have laid me at your feet—|j—v _____
justly offended Emily, hastily pulled over
her conduct was in coils iste nt—almost ca which he has seen fit to deprive them of which would fiave purchased for me those her face a veil, which till then had been prepared for ; and his ability to make it
should be looked for from the previouspricious.
Puzzled with Emily and dissat and I dinna think it needed ony witch precious tears, w'ould be less terrible than
m
thrown back. “ She dreads to look upon
isfied with himself, Ponsonby resolved to craft to tell that it was Maister Harry, than what I now feel,—the bitter, bitter me,” thought Harry ; “ perhaps she al preparation, not from any unusual means
e^o? Waggon
turn from the dangerous contemplation. coming up the loan, switching the thistles pang, that now we must part for ever ! ready knows how unworthy I am of her— of supporting his strength. Oats appear
to be the best corn suited to a horse’s
He would busy himself with books, he and nettles wi’ his cane, as he used to do Yes, Emily, in this moment of terror, the but meet we must
and without farther
stomach
; but he wants something better
would
only
make
his
appearance
when
when
he
was
a
laddie,
and
little
Miss
Em

p
lli
sweetest, yet the saddest of my life, I delay he advanced towards the bench upthan oats for full work. There is to an
the assembled family party would render ily would aye be trotting after him. His must be allowed to speak to you—to say on which they were seated.
the meeting less dangerous to him.
step is no sae light to night as it used to all, and then!—Emily, I love you !—deep-1
His guardian arose to meet him, and experienced eye, a particular lightness and
It was after having thus absented him be in ither days, and yet I would hae ly, fondly love you !—nay, do not stop me ’ with more of emotion than of anger in his hollowness about the hip joint and the
self for some days, that he chanced to kent it amang a thousand !” “ Thank how—when I have said this, I have said ■ countenance, held out his hand to the agi- stifle joint, in worked horses that get noth
meet with Emily on her return from an you, Margaret, for your kind remem all. You know my faith is plighted to an- j tated young man, “ Harry,” said he, “ I ing better than oats, which is not to be
Who are
early walk, and though he had resolved brance of me and my boyish tricks,” said other;—I have been rash—imprudent-*-J am glad you have come at last. Shame seen in those that get Indian corn. As I
observed in my last communication thatit is from Oto *1“,
« on striking into an opposite path, such is Harry, kindly shaking hands with the old
against my will unfaithful.
But dis-J and self reproach could alone excuse your
nts or no/rs0huaeSted-to^
the weakness of a lover’s forbearance, woman. “I was not aware that I was honorable and unprincipled, I cannot and I j absence at such a time, but if you are for- there is a greqt. difference, generally, in
ithsare requested
that his resolution failed him at the mo disciplining the thistles to night. I think will not be—I cannot offer you my heart ;' given here, I must not be obdurate. From the constitution of the round chested, and
ment, and he could not resist joining the I might have been cured of that bad habit worthless as it is, it is the property of an- ’ this lady I have beard all—all that I ought the deep and narrow horse. The first is
(ftichantress.
He even induced her to ere now.”—“ And I thought sa too, Mais other, although filled with your image 1 to have heard from you long ago ; but I a much more comfortable one to deal
prolong her walk, by observing that the ter Harry, for ye may mind weel it cost alone. Here it is to keep, or to reject ;' will spare my reproaches; you have a with; the other is often stronger, faster
day was too inviting to allow of her re you a sair heart when you was younger but faithless, rebellious as it is, it cannot powerful advocate in her breast, whom it and better winded ; but varies infinitely
from day to day ; feels the seasons more,
turning to the house, and requested per than you are the day, and yoa nearly
d assortment of 1 mission to accompany her. But no sooner whipped out little Miss Emily’s ean, driv be a gift for you. I now must lay it open would be in vain for me to gainsay, is not so good a feeder, nor ought he to be*,
to that injured one. Oh that I had never Take the heart you gained in infancy, it
or Sale at this™ had he made the request than he repented ing about you with your switch-—ay, I seen her, or seen but her alone!” He has never wandered from yow, and may for bis stomach is weaker and more readiti
oppressed.—A’. E. Farmer,
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Post Office Department.—The Baltimore
1829eruption of which may. overthrew the empire
day»
SePl id voted
Chronicle states, that a mercantile house in
The partisans of the Janissaries already be^.,
MAIL ARTICLES/
FOREIGN NEWS.
Baltimore, from which an excess of postage
gin to lift up their heads and not content
1«Voted > drop BOSTON, AUGUST 26.
had been exacted, intends to resort to legal
nè for K
.with
circulating evil reports, they have com
FROM EUROPE.
.
taieaneW
measures
to
test
the
right
of
the
Post
Office
menced action, frightening the inhabitants of . Detection and Apprehension of Wade.
r. Andr
Thè brig Goliath, arrived at Boston from Fera by incendiary movements. It was by
to
make
such
exactions.
The
National
In

JJofE«
Foreign Intelligence.—The news un
Tfie public have pretty generally been
idates. _
Havre, on the 1st -inst. brought Paris.papers them that 1500 houses were burned-at Pera,
telligencer
of
the
19th
ult.
says
—
jeoM«"
der our foreign head will be found unusually
After thi
to the 22d August. The following is taken and others attempted to be set on fire. made acquainted with the loss. of a sum of
“ We repeat our belief, that if the people
money by thè Suffolk Bank, for which, One
ven if he
from the Paris Messenger of the 22d.
Many individuals have been arrested, A di Thousand Dollars reward had been offered ; throughout the United States, with one accord interesting. If the reports brought by the
meeting
An extraordinary.courier from St. Peters vision of the guard has received orders to the rogue is now in Prison, and the greater do not step forward, and-arrest the misrule, last arrivals are correct, the Russians are
¡•»
’
7
burg, arrived at Paris on Wednesday with occupy the capital, and day and night pa part of the money recovered. As it has under the pretence of ° Reform,” in the in possession of Constantinople. The
despatches for the Russian Ambassador. On trols are maintained in the streets. The been a topic of milch conversation for some General Post Office, the Establishment itselj
WRu
the same day his Excellency sent off a cour castles-of the Bosphorus keep up a frequent days, we have taken some pains to procure cannot stand the rude assaults that are mul New-York Gazette,-in reference, to the ac
Suicd’®' Ited shi
ier with despatches for I.ondon,
and useless cannonade on the Russian fleet, from an authentic source, the prominent tiplied and meditated against the experience counts brought by the Robert Edwards, says,
town,comr^
The following important intelligence is which is increasing outside the port, with a particulars connected with the loss and re and integrity which have hitherto conducted “ our Paris papers by the France are, later
jmitig a
Tuesday n ‘
from the Angsburgh Gazette, August 17.— view probably of preventing the Turkish covery.
and presideci over it. If this be supposed to than the above, and contain no such infor
ining hi
“ We have this instant learned upon good vessels from going out.
lastlydrt
John Wade, who had been known as a be the mer? exaggeration of apartizan, or mation. The report therefore is at least
I the M
authority, that official intelligence was re
May the catastrophe which menaces Con sort of ostler, and attendant upon stage hous the anger of one whose friends and neighbors
ceived at Vienna on the 12th inst. of Gen. stantinople not extend to Pera. Measures es, went to the Suffolk Bank, in the morning, are daily trodden under one foot after anoth premature/’—The National (iazette of the
half a ”
life
and
Diebitsch,having just gained a signal victory of precaution have been taken at the houses before it was opened, While walking on er, by the followers of the victorious camp, 1st. inst. says, “ A letter dated at. Havre,
flbere his body w
near Kirki-Killissa, in the plain of Adriano of all the Ambassadors. Can they be suffi the pavement before the bank, he was ob much injustice is done to us. In the spirit Aug. 26th, states that news had just been re
ple; at 25 or 30 leagues from Constantinople, cient in the hour of danger ?
tfr, Mh V, was I
served by the brother of. the bank porter, of sincerity and truth, in sadness and in sor ceived from Paris that the Russians were in
in which he completely routed' the whole
Augsburgh Gaz.
row,
we
say
it,
that
if
the
reckless
career
of
and asked what he was waiting for, He re
Turkish army. At the momVnt we are wri
plied he had come down for ths bag for the , whoever controls the Post Office be not stay possession of Constantinople.”—No official
ting these lines, the fate of Constantinople is
Providence stage driver. Sometime after, ed, the total derangement of that Depart information has yet been received, and the
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ENTRANCE
OF
THE
probably decided.”
when the poi’ltr came along, his brother re ment is inevitable. And we will stake the report cannot therefore be entitled to impli
RUSSIANS
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It is ru mored that the post of the Mi nister
marked to him that the man had been wait character of this paper on the prediction that cit confidence. The next arrival from Eu
NOPLE.
of Maf-ine had been offered to M. Delalot
ing, for the bag, half an hour. The porter if what is already done'be not undone ; in
By
the
Packet
ship
Robert
Edwards.
and declined.
asked where Brfewn, (the stage driver to part at least, half a million or more of the rope, which is looked for with much inter
The Marquis de Cambon, Member of the Capt. Sherburne, at New-York, from Plym whom those things were usually entrusted,) public money must be appropriated at the est, will probably bring advices of a more de|0,edl>’»|rw d
Chamber of Deputies, has resigned his post outh, London papers to the 25th Aug. and was. Wade replied that he was eating his next or following Session of Congress, out of
Plymouth papers to the 27th, have been re breakfast. Thè porter unlocked the Bank, the surplus revenue, to repair the mischief cided.chai»cter.
as Councillor of State.
A London paper states on authority of a
The Augsburgh Gazette gives the follow ceived. From these papers it appears that went up stairs, took the bag containing the which will have been done, and the loss
ing intelligence of the 30th ult. from Con Great Britain is increasing her actual naval money, (.§5,100,) and tossed it out at the which will have been sustained, in conse letter from Mexico, that the United States
Boston Palladium..
stantinople :—Intelligence of the Russians force.
window to While, who took it and immedi quence of the revolution of the administra have offered-to advance ten or twelve mil
having advanced as far as Aides, and of Gen.
„¡rill
.
Three ships-of-the-Une at Portsmouth had ately passed uff. . Lt was not known till the tion of the General Post Office.”
lions sterling to aid Mexico in redstirig the
Paskewitsch having taken Erzerum, has been ordered to sea, but their, destination next morning, about the. same hour,that
nursdsyi
spread consternation in this capital. Hassan was not known.
rhe-Traveller of the 25th the money had fiQt been delivered to the
B»»i.'ll’1'’'
Another Case.—A gentleman called in threatened invasion by the Spaniards, on con
Pacha, Governor of Smyrna, has just been contains the following
' proper person.
yesterday whose family is at the Sulphur dition that the Texas and the peninsula of
appears f jin the c
appointed Commander of Adrianople, & the
One o’clock. Consols opened this morn
After receiving the money, Wade went on Springs, to say that he is regular ly charged California shall be made fever to the U. S. for
utmost despatch is employed in putting that ing at the price at which they left off yester board the schooner Washington, and. sailed 2 i cents on all letters received from them,
pockets’
city into a state of defence. The works for day, 88 5^8 3-4 for the account, with little the same day, for Hallowell. On arriving and he assures us that the distance from this a term of years and if at the end of that finie
bv «as« r rc,ab,f
fortifying Constantinople also proceed with speculation up to the present hour. The at Bath, he went ashore and purchased a city to that place is only about 300 miles; the money be not repaid*, then those countries
activity. The Sultan is expected to establish foreign rriaykets present no feature worth sailor’s jacket y id trowsers, and went again now the law says that for single letters over are to revert to the U. S. • Another London
himself at the camp of Ramis-Tchiflik as he mentioning, the prices being nearly nominal. on board the same vessel., He then went up 150 miles and not exceeding 400 miles, 18£
paper in reference to this letter, talks of
did last year. The negotiations between
Two o’clock. Neither the French mail the river, about a mile, to Day’s Ferry, cents shall be charged. We should like to
the English and Freftch Ambassadors and nor the Hamburgh steamer have yet arrived. where he again landed, and stated that lie kni>w whence this power to tax an addition checking the aggrandisement of America
the Reis Effendi are decidedly broken off. Hence there is a great dearth of intelligence wanted to get his trunk carried “to Bruns of 25 per cent, has been derived;; for we are and oflr co-operating with Spain for the pur
Many conjectures are afloat as to whether in the city, the want of which is as usual wick. He passed by the name of Charles1 very certain it is not to be found in the lav; pose of stopping the union of Northern and
J< the H MatM
the two Courts will consider it to cornport made up by reports* Some talk of a treaty King. Without sending hié-trunk to Bruns regulating postage.
pita« r "Th
Southern
America,
which
must
be
the
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with their dignity to leave their representa offensive and defensive between Russia and wick, he returned to Bath, where he stayed
1st Sept#.1'- • ’
In mentioning this instance of official imtives in the Turkish Capital under such cir Prussia ; others of the capture of Constanti several days; here he shipped on 1board the position,i, we will barely remark, that the itable result of the scheme now negotiating
cumstances*; Gen. Guilleminot has written nople ; but there are none that can be traced sloop Deborah; of Gardiner, boundd to __
rariwdyJM fl“”
Bos- mercantile
mercanti house whose case we spoke of by the Cabinet of the United States.”
to Paris for instructions. Mr. Gordon, it is to any higher or more credible source than ton. They lay three days at anchor in the yesterday, are about to take steps to recover
Gen. Sant Anna» w
believed will remain at Constantinople, and the Stock. Exchange.
Another report, river, during which time Wade frequently the excess of postage so dishonestly extorted
wasencaid led neat I
Berwick.—The Jackson papers are circu
it is supposed that Gen. Guilleminot will be which is palpably of similar origin and equal went ashore with the crew, played at nine: from them. vVe are glad the question is
I before the fthngot
instructed to stay as long as Mr. Gordon fertility, states that the interest upon Ex pins, and paid all the bills of his company. about to be tested, and we think the commer- lating a report that the seat of the gentle
does. Great agitation prevails among the chequer Bills is about to be reduced.
When they .arrived in Boston harbor, on> cial community will be indebted to these gen- man returned as Representative in the State
twenty mil ?
Musselmans ; and the conduct of the Sultan
men in tnpico. _ 1
This, however, is supposed to have had Thursday morning, he was put ashore by his' tie men for their endeavors to resist oppres- Legislature, from the town of Berwick, will
is publicly blamed in the coffee-houses ; the some influence c*i the Consol market, which request, near South Boston Bridge, leaving> s\on.^—Balti7iiore Chronicle.
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be
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88 3-4 for the account, and have been since time. During the day, while Wade was at
That our readers may know when the party and the various methods which they
.Several letters from the Levant agree in done at 88 5^-8 sellers. At present they may South Boston, the captain of the Deborah
engagemei t Bai'fadi
postage
on
their
letters
and
papers,
received
stating that an important change seems to be quoted at 88’ 5 S buyers, and 88 37 48 for met with the advertisements offering a re
The MexUn. troop?
adopt to vent their disappointment and an
;
through
the
post
office,
are
improperly
rated,
have arisen in the fjolitidhl system pursued the account. A sale ofTH00,000 Consols has ward for the rogue, and describing his per
tifications ind had
ger.
The
truth
is,
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anticipated
prior
to
we
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thought
it
advisable
to
publish
the
with regard to the war in the east. Thè been effected for the British Linen company,' son
eizners, tl1 it they R
< ; and learning that the supposed rogue
.following,
the election, that their deep laid plans and
Cabinet of St. James, they add; appears de B:mk Stock, 216 17. Consols for August had
place bn t i 30th A
i
assumed the name of Charles King, (a ‘
RATES
OF
POSTAGE,
finitively to espouse the side of Turkey, arid 27th, 88 5 8 3-4.
the inactivity of the national republicans
the foreign inerchan
report having previously reached Boston,
is making preparations to arrest, by force of
Baton b[ird of the
Three o’clock. Consols for account 88 that
<
a person answering the description of, As established btj Act of Congress of Sd would secure to them the whole State Gov
arms, the progress of Russia. The Greek 5-8 sellers.
Hornet, la ing out si
March, 1825, and the amendatory act oj ernment for the ensuing year. They are
Wade was at Bath under that name,) lie
cause is abandoned to its own strength, and
bardment id not tai
Royàl Exchange—Three o’clock.- It was satisfied that he had the rogue in his
2d March, 1827%
disappointed—but appear determined not to
the dissensions that exist among the Greeks is reported that a Telegraphic Despatch has power. He consulted with the crew, , who
b.xhe ivo is notbei
ish trotyl «jpducte
afford ground for their friends to apprehend been received at Paris, announcing the en were unw filing to believe his suspicions cor FOR SINGLE LETTERS, COMPOSED OF ONE relax in their exertions while there i* ’’
towards t| einnd^n
PIECE OF PAPER.
that this nation, will be reduced to its former trance of the Russians into Constantinople. <rect. After dark, the sloop then lying on
£
art or
smallest
prospect
of
success
**
been corm fitted. 1
state of slavery. According to rumor the We also learn that a new Consul has been the fiats, Wade hailed them from South Bos
.
,
■.
io
pursue
the
same
Miles. Cents. trigue,
and they cn-; .
‘
.
■ confident 1 kre the
French forces in the Morea will shortly re appointed for Lisbon.
ton Bridge arid requested them to bring his Any distance not exceeding
,
t ..v>urse of misrepresentation and
6
36
that there yas not:
turn home.— Courier Francate.,
desper?*'
,
, A
ashore. Another consultation was Over 36, and not exceeding
10
80
.Avceptian which rendered them so conspicu
w or tra ¡sport or
Under date of Head -Quarters, at Aldos, [From the Plymouth Journal of 27th Aug.] trunk
do.
150
tended to I ¡lake furl
A Telegraphic Despatch is said to have held, which resulted in the captain’s .taking Over 80,
ous during the late contest.—The assertion,
July £6, N. 8. we have Gen. Diebitsch’s offi
it
into
a
boat
himself
and
carrying
it
to
Over 150, do.
desertion j if the M
cial Bulletin of his entire operations in the; been received at Paris, announcing the en
25
in
a
late
Democrat,
and
in
the
Dover
Wade.
As
they
were
about
to
separate,
the
Over 400,
of whom I had as
passage of the Balkan chain. Aides and the trance of the Russians into Constantinople.
______________ tnose composed of two
The^rivl I ofthe ti
Turkish entrenched camp in its rear
i rife I^ondon r ravener or tne x^tn nwg. wai?Jai«éh&’?Ulh¿!nh«fiÉk' ,sVf8Bif susp« pieces of paper, are charged with double Gazette, that Rich ar» Shapleigh, Esq. is.,
not duly elected representative of the town
to New-C| leans in
carried by the Russians at the point of the; has the following remarks
rested., without .further investigation, and those rates,
fresh trool s from H
bayonet'. 600 tents, 500 bbls, of gunpowder,
of Berwick, is, as will be seen by the follow
It is more than probable that the fate of took hold of one end of the trunk and offered
Triple
letters,
or
those
composed
of
three
ed. Arne ¡can ves
a great quantity of balls, 3000 military cloaks,! Constantinople is by this time determined ; to assist Wade in carrying it. Wade told
ing statement of facts furnished us by one of
s much resi ected. r
a vast quantity of fire arms,, 4 stand of colors’ and notwithstanding all that we have heard him he was not going that way. The cap pieces of paper, are charged with triple
those
rates.
the
Selectmen
of
that
town,
entirely
desti

had gone h shore i
and 4 pieces of artillery were among the from time to time about the enormous pow tain then told him that he was suspected of
Quadruple letters, or those composed of
. command I, and
fruits of the victory. The loss of the Rus er of Russia, and the danger of disturbing being the man who had obtained the money four pieces of paper, are charged with quad tute of truth, 'rhe true state of the case is
Spanish f ¡fees with
sians is stated at scarcely 100 men. Thé the equilibrium of Europe, it is quite evident, from the Suffolk Bank. Wade wanted to
as follows: Richard Shapleigh, Esq. the
those rates.
1 ’lation,”. ■
Turks dispersed after their defeat, as is from the comparative indifference with know why he was suspected ; the captain ruple
All letters, weighing one ounce avoirdupois National Republican candidate, had 232
Alette howev.ei
§heir practice.
which the population of this country await explained further,.and added that he sus or niore, are charged at the rate of single votes; William Weymouth, Esq. the Jack-*
more paj |rs state
the event, that they felt no disposition to pan pected him. Wade appeared thoughtful, postage for each quarter of an ounce, or quad
Mexican! would hi
The packet ship France arrived
arrived* at New- .;ic, after all thè pi edictions.
and the captain asked what he would give ruple postage for each ounce according to son candidate, had 222, and William Hobbs,
oessful, b i for the
York from Havre, which port she left Au
The Duke of Wellington was reported to him to let him off. W’ade replied, fifty dol their weight ; and no letter can be charged Esq. along tried republican, had 8. A tickt ‘ return of trradas,
gust 26, in company with the Goliath. The have said lately, that if the Turk would be lars, The captain then asked him if he: with more than quadruple postage, unless> et was put into the box by “ accident or deria to siir. rise Gen
Hews from the seat of war is no later than obstinate, he must take the consequences of would not give more if he would not give a1 its weight exceeds one ounce avoirdupois.
j
sign
”
having'
the
names
of
the
Jackson
list
of
capture t Bold Gt
before received. The latest Constantinople his obstinacy.
thousand dollars B to which, after a little
The postage on. Ship Letters, if delivered
tommanr without
date, July 30, is the same as brought by the
The Marquis of Barbacena left London on hesitation. Wade assented*. 'The captain at the office where the vessel arrives, is six Senators upon it, viz : “ Moses Sweat, Ben
; twoo’cloi ton the
Goliath. We annex, however, some details the 23d Aug,, for Ostend, to accompany the then told hira, chat he must be the man, and cents ; if conveyed by post, two cents in ad jamin Pike and James Goodwin—Senators
the fight pmmenc
from the New-York papers.-—Bos. Patriot. young Empress of Brazil to England. She that it was his duty to seèure him. Wade dition to the ordinary postage.
which the Selectmen and Town Clferk con
the tops if ihg h
would proceed* immediately to Portsmouth, made no attempt to escape, hut asked the
SEA'F OF JVfR.
NEWSPAPER POSTAGE.
ceived it improper to count and it was ac
•lillOo’cl :k, wher
•
Gen. Paskewitch’s official despatches, where she wifi meet the young Queen of captain what he had better do. The cap
parley an agreed-t
dated June 28, detailing his operations up^tp Portugal .prepared to embark with her step tain advised him to ge immediately to . For each newspaper not carried out' of the cordingly thrown aside ; and after the poll
[ najbutl en, Barn
the capture cf Erzerùm were received at St. mother. Prince Charles of Augsburg,, ac Brown, the Providence stage-driver, and de State in which it is published ; or if carried had been closed by one of the Selectmen, a
backfron his visit
liver himself up. W. sard he did not wish out of the State, but carried not> over
Petersburg July 26. He states that after companies his sister the Empress.
the time ith his f<
1 cent voté for“ Henry Smith, County Treasurer, ’*
Letters from Naples to the 2d August, af to make any difficulty about it, and consented 100 miles
taking the town, he learned that at noon on
of the dr I Santa
the 25th June, 800 de.lhis,-:500 regular troops firm that if peace is restored in tire East, a t® go with the captain in search of Brown.. Over 100 miles, and out of the state in which was put upon the bottom of the box, which
town and feired w
H cent was likewise not counted. The return cer
and 7000 cavalry of thé corps of Hagki Pa great fall will take place in the price of They went together to tlue Marlborough Ho it is published,
tohjsfor ier posit
MAGAZINES AND PAMPHLETS.
cha fled from it in the direction of Tokati Grain; the Wheat harvest being superabun tel, which,being' shut for the night, and no
tifying that Mr, Shapleigh was duly elected
Tampico where he
one moving, Wade said he would go to the
Erzerum. contains more than 150 pieces of dant throughout that country.
was
made
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and
first
signed
by
Mr.
Wey

.
Msfoite:
which hi
gaol. It was then twelve o’clock, and when If published periodically, distance not ex
cannon, and large magazines of provisions
csery M Ucan in
H cent per sheet mouth. the Jackson candidate, who is one of
they arrived at the gaol, (Wade leading the ceeding 100. miles,
and ammunition of which the Russians were,
the agio 16 to 80 j
do.
Buenos Ayres.—We have by the schr. way ,> they called up Mt. Bad lam, who sent Ditto do. ©ver 100 miles, 2|
taking an inventory..
\ It is str Id that h
If not published periodically, distance not ex the board of selectmen.—With these facts
at Baltimore, news from Buenos for the cashier of the Bank.
A SemTin article of August 8 sàÿs, many* Virginia,
before them the people can judge whether
been plui lertdaiii
ceeding W0 miles,
4.
do.
Ayres
to
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14.
The
country
haci
be

When he arrived, Wade opened' the
of the Government officers at Constantinople come tranquil, Lavalle remaining at the head
There w 8 also a r
Mr. Shapleigh will not hold his seat notwith
Ditto do. over W0 miles, 6
do.
have been discharged ; among others Esred of affairs. The papers say that a civil war trunk, and delivered forty-eight-hundred
Biirradas Had gone
Small pamphlets, containing not more than
Effendi who has figured a great deal in the is now no longer to be apprehended. A proc dollars," wKich Mr. Parker identified as part a half sheet royal, are charged with half standing the exertions and misrepresenta
Santa Ar....a.
négociations carried on with the mediating lamation of Governor Lavalle, dated August of the money taken from* the Bank. Mr. those rates.—Eight pages quarto are rated as tions of his enemies.
Capt. 1 ply of tl
powers. The Sultan issues orders in every 12, contains assurances to the same effect. Badlam then- took possession of ,the trunk one sheet, and all other sizes in the same:
patches i ftheu.'
direction to resist to the last extremity, and An extract of a letter in the slip of the Balti and money, and of the person of the rogue,
W
aterborough
.
—
The
vote
given
tor
displace the commanders who exhibit any ir more American says—“ Public confidence is which he kept till yesterday morning, when proportion.
The number of sheets which it contams,
."Ada fling to ì
he was examined at,the Police Court and must be printed of Written on one of the Senators in this town at the late election,,
resolution.
,
much
restored,
business
is
gradually
impro

pico, rec >ved in PI
has been differently represented. A friend
committed,for
’
B
rial
at
the
Municipal
Court.
Under a Bucharest date of August 4, it is ving, and we expect to see it' shortly resume
outer pages of every pamphlet or magazine
of fiie/w pie Span
The fa cfs above stat edJ w ere d i v u 1 ged v ol - to be sent by mail.—Where the number of has furnished us with a list copied from the
said that no resistance is expected at Adri
former activity.”
Cenerài’ iota Am
by
wljo seems to have made sheetsas not truly stated, double postage is Records of the town, which is the same as
anople, though the population amounts to itsThe
G acet» Mercanti! of the 8th of Au untarily
100,000, General Geismar has advanced gust, states that General Rosas had. disband not the-slightest attempt at concealment, af
We co ¡i the abc
charged.
1
given in our paper of the 19th ult. viz : For
ter he knew that he was suspected.
from Qreava with a body of 8000 men on the ed his army.
zette, to hich we
Every
thing
not
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under
tire
denom

When the money was examiuediat Mr.
hr impo have,b
rout to Sophia. Agitation begins to prevail
Gov. Lavalle*had: provided himself with a. Badlam’s room, there was ^4*80d>. Wade ination of newspapers or pamphlets, is char Governor, Samuel E. Smith, 209 ; Jonathan
And in oi ¡it is exf
jn Servia.
G. Hunton, 69. For Senators, Moses Sweat,
new ministry,.whose appointments he offi said he had lost his wallet which contained ged with letter postage. z Bos. Centinel.
it of Bai idas,. wi
■ The plague was extending ' in Moldavia cially announced* on the 7th of. August, as
194 ; Benj. Pike 194 ; James Goodwin 194 ;
Anna, v s under!
and Wallachia in the beginning of August. follows, viz : Manuel J. Gàrcia, to be Secre a portion of what was missing, and some at
At
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the
General
John Bod we IT: 68 ; Nathan D. Appleton 68;
lation, i fidi it i
A parGof the town of Brailow had been burn tary of the Treasury ; Thomas Guido, to be tempts were made by the captain to find it ;
Grand
Chapter
of
the
U
‘
.
S,
held-at
tRe
Nqw
ed inTcônsequence, after which the inhabi Secretary of State and.Foreign Relations; while he was gone upon the search, Wade
Hon. A. Usher 24; [undoubtedly intended
place on he 2d or
tants withdrew to barracks in the plain or Manuel Escalada, to be Secretary , of War told,Mr. Bafilam that he had depositedit in Masonic Hall in. the City of N. York on for Abijah Usher, jun. ] Abijah Usher, jun,
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inst.
the
following
named
a
certain
place
which
he
described
near
the
within the cordon Sanitaire.
and-Marine ; £ A. Gelli, to be Minister of stable at the Marlboro’' IJptel. In the Gentlemen were cluly elected Officers of 44, and 1 Scattering.
’ The Sultan in reply to the urgent solicita
& W Ute jh
morning it whs found, according to his state that body, viz :
We understand that Mr. Andrew Rob
tions of the ambassadors, had sent them a Police.
M. E. 8c Hon. Edward Livingston, of Lou erts’ right to a seat in the House, as repre
ment, and contained ¿185. The whole sum
written declaration of his refusal to accept
Lima.—M slip from the Baltimore Ga is therefore recovered with the exception of isiana, Gen. Grand High Priest.
any of the propositions made by .them, and
M. E<& Hon. Joel R. Poinsett, of South sentative from that town; will be remonstra
torflah [tensive i
had also refused their request to postpone zette states that the Eliza, at that place, one hundred and fifteen dollars.— Courier,
ted against, and we can see no reason, after
Carolina, Dep’y G. G. H. Priest.
rechly nnfo
his definitive answer for eight days. Sir R. brings Callao dates to July 5. at which time
®iiutes 11er three
M. E. 8c Reverend Paul Dean, of Massa reading the extracts from the Town Rec
Gordon, in consequence, ordered the English everything* remain,ed quiet at Lima, and1 the
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whh
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Gtizens ’ ^re avoir
G. G. King.
vessels to hold th emselves in readiness to
ords, why it should not be denied. H
A pretty young widow of nineteen years of chusetts,
M. E. Jos. K. Stapleton, Esq. of Maryland,
wäs disc i’ered to
assist the English in Pera, in case of necessi tion in the government. The'report of the age and a comely ypung man of twenty two,
addition
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repeal of the prohibiten act is confirmed, and
■W bu ding on
G. G, Scribe.
tyhas. sent us the following extract and
a reduction of duties from 90 to 30 per cent, strangers to each other, hadbeen» committed
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: “on em oped v
CONSTANTINOPLE, JULY 30.
was expected at the meeting of Congress in to prison for separate offences. ’ They were G. G.Sec’ry. .
ment, j n|l attemj
comments. They show pretty clearly that
said that the Russians in their march a few weeks. Gen. La Fuente, the acting brought to tire bar for trial, when< for the
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on Adrianople, have been supported by the President, was friendly to commerce and to,
and, G. G. Preasurer.
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to
imprisonment
for
Thefo Progrès
Bulgarians who every where united with foreigners. Pizarro, late Secretary of State,
M. E 8c Reverend Jonathan Nye, of New- ceedings in relation to the election of Repre
one,week.
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the
sentence
was
was ordered to leave the country and had
them.
Hampshire, G. G. Chaplain.
sentative, if the other business of the meet
Spenser’;
The Divan‘was in session half of last night, gone to Chili. Markets veyy dull and mo pronounced, our swain stated, that during
M. E Amos Nourse, Esq. of Maine, G. ing was conducted properly.
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trials
they
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agreed
that
solitary
discussing the question, of sending commis ney extremely scarce.
__________ confinement might be ameliorated if the G. Marshall.
®q. whit
It may be well to remark that several ’n"
sioners, to the Russian'Head quarters to ne
There were one hundred and twenty-nine Court would grant their request, which was
gocíate for peace. Several members were
to th
A dog in Philadelphia, while recently in effectual attempts were made to choose a
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oIhi Phi, zy fr"'
for the measure,but tbfe majority, were for deaths in.New Orleans, during the week that before they were conducted to prison, specting too curiously the head of a snapping representative on the day of the annual elec
they might be permitted to go to a Justice of
continuing the war, because die empire could ending the 29th. August.
the Peace to be married, This was readily turtle, thrown from a cook-shop into the tion., and that a choice was not effected unt$
Every H wa?
never be in a worse condition io make pro
street, was seized by the upper lip and ran the afternoon on the following Tuesday.
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to send off all possible assistance to Adrian- j pen deuce, completed his ninety-third year topiison and by order of the Court enjoy the Perhaps lie thought the head was- a jewSough.’E
Entity (
same
apartment.
This
is
a
vast,
improve

ople. The position of things As extremely h>n Sunday last. He is said to be in the entoed.”
harp.
4
”
ThU
meeting
is
adjourned
by
Andte^
ment upon the L.ynqh cpjle.
>critical. The• c-anitol j& on a volcano, the ! joy meat yt c^cyilent hea lt h
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LIST OF LETTERS
Com. Porter, camé passenger in the brig
MR. BARRV.
\Remaimnglnthe Post-Office, at Kennebunk
The following letter to Mr. Post Master Bevan, at Philadelphia, from Vera Cruz ;
ph&bats asroTxass.
!
General Barry, f>om Mr. Bradley, late assis and was landed at Chester on Saturday last,
Port, October 1, 1829..
tant Post Master General, we copy from the
Jda Court of P^obate^ held at Limerick,
F. G. H. J. LCapt. Dewey, of brig William, at quaran
National Journal. It is a plain matter of
Hercules Fidler, -Andrew Goodwin.--Sa
within and for County of York, on
fact and business like production, which tine from the Balize, Sept. 14, reports that
the fifth day of October, in the year oj rah Hill,— Eleazer Jeffery,—Darnel Little
speaks for itself. We recommend it to our the ravagesof the yellow fever at New-Or
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty- field, Mary Littlefield.
readers. After all the prating, that we have leans were dreadful and unabated when he
P. R. S T. W.
Boston Patriot.
ninei by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
heard about reform, economy, and all that sailed.
Eliphalet Perkins,—Charles Rhoades,—
sort of thing, we do not see how the General
HAYES, Judge of said Cohrt:
can avoid suiting the action to the word, when
A gentleman while walking near Philadel
ACOB EATON, named Executor in a Samuel Sapp,—Alexander Thompson,—IL
fiis own partisans prove delinquent.
phia recently, heard cries hke those of a
- - ■>'
certain instrument purporting to be F. Walcott,
Boston Centinel.
young kid in-pain. He found a garter shake
hert Edwards,^ Suicide.—Mr. Richard Boothby, of this
the last will and testament of Catherine
chevy chace, sept. 23, 1829.
with a frog in his jaws, trying to swallow it. Bourne, late of Wells, in said county, wid
France are latep|own, committed suicide sometime betweeir
Sir.—When my friend Simpson* was here He smote the snake with a sharp stone, cut
ain no such infy. Tuesday morning and Thursday morning on Saturday evening, he was so diplomatique ting it in two. rhe frog sprang up five feet, ow, deceased, having presented the same
for probate :
erefore is a( wLst, by drowning himself in the Canal near that 1 could not tell whether he came on and appeared as if the rescue was timely.
ORDERED,—‘-That the said Execu
tor give notice to all persons interested, by
nal Gazette of tfe «he mouth of the Mousam River, and about his own account, oh your account, or on the
There are now living in Parsonsfield, in causing a copy of this order to be published
dated at payrf ^wo an<j a half a miles from this village, account of those who manage your official
affairs. I gave of course little heed to his the neighborhood of two and a half miles of three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
vs had just been jç,'where Ihis body was found on Thursday, remarks, but told him of sundry acts, sayings each other, twelve heads of families, whose Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
e Russians were ¡¡Mr. Boothby was partially deranged when and doings of yours, which showed your to ages amount to eight hundred and fifty six may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
'pk.”—X0 oiicialÿie committed this act. For several days he tal unfitness for the office of'Post Master years, and but twenty-four families in the Alfred, in said county, on the first Monday
General, and which must inevitably lead to
■&f November next, at ten of the clock in the
received, and the'îiad apPeare(J to he deranged, but not so your immediate removal, if known to the' whole.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they haver
« entitled to impij. ¡much so, as to excite any. suspicions of his President. These were told him with the
Proprosals have been issued by Mr, Lew why the said instrument should not be
d arrival from destroying himself. He left home on Tues- express intention that they should be Com is of Wilkesbarre, for publishing a sketch of proved, approved, and allowed as the last
will and testament of the said deceased.
Wrth much ¿.day morning, as he said, for the late residence municated to you.
No representation on the subject had then the history of Wyoming, by Isaac A. Chap
d*icesofamoredt^ his brother î his wife’ we understand, fol been prepared, and the delay arose from a man, Esq. It is to be comprized in one vol Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
A true copy—attest,
lowed him some distance and finding that reluctance to take any step which might ume-price $1. A correspondent of the
Philadelphia Gazette, who has perused the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
i on amhority of a we took the right path, returned home. Not look like the offspring of resentment. , Upon manuscript, pronounces it highly interesting.
further reflection, however, 1 have conclu
October 10.
the United Statej®av^nS returned at alate hour, fears were ded that whatever appearance it may have,
tenor twelve itntertained by the family for his safety; it is my duty, both as a citizen having a
Accident.—A son of the late Capt. Simon At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, J
co in résistif t^earch was made but without success until proper regard to the interest of his country, Emery, of Saco, was killed on Saturday last
within and for the county oj York, on the
by the falling of a cart-body, which had been
e Spaniards, on ^Thursday, when his body was found in the and as an individual having a due regard to set up against a fence, upon which he and
third day of August, in the year oj" our
his reputation, to represent the subject fully.
id the peninsula jj sanal. 'Fhat he did not fall In accidental!v
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
There is a law which prohibits the pay several other boys were at play. Two oth
iver to the U S RPPeaî S femu the circumstance that all his ment of money to any one who is indebted ers were injured, but it is said will recover.
by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
HAYES, Judge oj said Court t'
the end of thatti® sockets were filled with stones.—Mr. Booth- to the public, until the indebtedness ceases.
Being no longer your subordinate, it has now
** A Siqn:”—In Pennsylvania, on. the 2d TjOSIAH BRAGDON, named Executor
then those countries '»v was a respectable farmer, in gnod circum- become my duty, to state in due form to the
inst. air election of Inspectors of election
in a certain instrument purporting to
• • Another Lonfa Rances, about 50 years of age, and has left a Comptroller of the Treasury, that you are in took place, preparatory to. the election of
be the last,will and testament of Charles
that
predicament.
I
have
also
added
that
State officers.
this letter, talks cf
an^ several children.
Bean, late of York, in said county, gentle
your indebtedness to the amount of ten thou
In Philadelphia the Jackson party elected man, deceased, having presented the same
sment of America
sand
dollars,
is
as
clear,
distinct,
and
indis

19
inspectors
and
the
opposition
10,
one
va

First battle between the Mexicans and
for probate :
h Spain for thepurputable, as it. is in any case whatever. That cancy.’ Last year 23 Jackson Inspectors and
Spaniards.
ORDERED,—'That the said EXecntof
he
knows
very
well,
as
a
lawyer,
that
the.
,
only
7
opposition
were
elected.
give notice to all persons interested, by
'ii of Northern and $y the brig Matilda at Baltimore, intellipretended exculpation which lately appear
causing a copy of this order to be publish Company H«i»t « .... .
h must be the inef.vence has been received from Tampico to ed in the Telegraph\ is equally at war with
The Boston Traveller states that the con ed three weeks successively in the Kenne which is securely invested and owe no borne now negociatUst September. The town was still in pos- common sense, common law, and the decis
»
‘session of the invaders. 1 heir number was ions Of the Supreme and Circuit Courts of sumption of Butter in that City is immense ; bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that rowed money.
C. W. CARTWRIGHT, President.
nted States.
|ariously stated from 3000 to 5000 troops.
amounting probably, to four millions oj! they may appear at a Probate Court to be
United States.
SAMUEL HUNT, Secretary.
held at York, in said county, on the „first
pounds in a year.
£jen. Santa Anna, with the ,Mexican army, the
You know it has always been my course and ‘
Monday of December next, at ten of the SUFFOLK, SS. Boston, August 28, 1829.
»on papers are circibwas encamped near the place. /A short time my desire to pass smoothly along the current
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Personally appeared before me Charles
seat of the gentk'.&cfore tbe sailing of the vessel that brings of life; to avoid every ruffle and tempest that
A CARD.
| they have, why. the said instrument should W. Caft weight; President, and Samuel Hunt,
Mitative in tlXJhe intelligence, Gen. Barradas marched
,
was
practicable,
to
serve
my
friends,
and
to
^‘"^^'.»wentymdes into the interior, leaving 25Û
JAMES TITCOMB tenders his sincere( not be proved, approved, and allowed as the Secretary of thfe Manufacturers Insurance
wn of Berwick, «il|îmen-m 'fampico. During his absence, the. do acts of courtesy and kindness to all who thanks to the inhabitants of Kennebunk andj last will and testament of the Said deceased,' Company of Boston, and made oath to the
came in my way. But you was advised
truth of the foregoing statement by them
t amusing toobserw'Mexicans, numbering about 1700, attacked through Mr. Simpson, that the public is al Kennebunk-Port, for their prompt and vig Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
sigitedi
ng of the Jacksoi -be latter, but were repulsed, with a loss ot ready a loser by you in payments and en orous exertions, which so effectually pre
A true cop/—Attest,
Jesse PuTnam, Justice of the Peace.
n.
. • . , 550 or 70 killed and wounded. During the
served his property from destruction by fire,
’
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
lethods which iMI£ngagement Barradas re-entered tne town, gagements to the amount of nearly one hun on the 24th ult.
dred thousand dollars ; and you have been
The
subscriber gives public notice thaL
October
10.
ripointment and at-The Mexican troops were throwing up tor- hardly six months in office.
i
_ ________________________ __________ _____________ .1_______
he has deposited in the office of the Register”
anticipated priori« itifications, and had given .notice to the forThe duty, therefore, of making these rep
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, of Deeds for the County of York, the origin
ken laid nlan« 5n,p®’gners» lbat tbeV intended to bombard the resentations is no less indispensable than it is
statement, of which the above is a true
leep lald Pkir‘S ^-^¿ce on the 3O.h Augu5,t. In consequence'
within and for the county of York, on al
unpleasant—I cannot but hope, therefore,
copy, where a copy of the act incorporating
national republra^heforeign merchants left their houses, and that you will review your course since you
the fifth day of October, in the year of the Manufacturers Insurance Company, and
re whole State Gobent on board of the American sloop of war have been in office, and resign a situation for
our Lord eighteen hundred and twen all the documents required by the law of
iff vear Thev «.Hlornet, laying outside the bar. I he bpm- which you are so entirely unfitted. You
this State will be found.
S
f ’ ibardment did not take place, probably owing
ty-nine, by the Hom WILLI A Al A. JOHN
FROST, Agent of the Manufactu
ar determined noll^ ,he works not being finished. I he Span- know the law, that the President must dis
HAYES, Judge of said Court.
rers Insurance Company of Boston.
i while there i« ^sh trm»*^ conducted with great propriety charge you from office ; his duty is -impera»
OMINICUS LORD, named Executor
Kennebunk, Sept. 22d, 1829.
artorMtowardsthe innand no outrageshad tive ; and it he was desirous to serve you,
in a certain instrument purporting to
^ÇtoSpursue thesamei been committed. AotsL coo ^ve sick; So which I am confident he will not be, and
be the last will and testament of Erancis
, confident were they of ültimax«. success, should hesitate, it would, in the present
Pugsley, late of Sanford, in said county,
isi epresentation
theT>e was not a single. Spanish ship of state of parties, and of. the country, bring on
HE Subscribers would infofm tile Pub
yeoman,
deceased, having presented the
•ed them so conspioiywar or transport on the coast. “ They in- a motion for impeachment, which, although
lic that they have transferred their
same for probate :
est.—The assertitidended to make further efforts to induce the his friends might be too powerful and partial
goods together with the few notes and ac
ORDERED,—That the said Executor
to allow of its reaching maturity, would oc
nnri
in
nJWesertion
of
the
Mexican
soldiers,
not
one
and >n the 11«whom had as
joint.d the invaders. casion him inexpressible chagrin and distur
give notice to all persoils interested by caus counts remaining unpaid, to Joseph W. Maing a copy of this order to be published three son, who is the rightful owner of the same.
Shaple igh, ûkifThe^rivàl of the troops who were driven in- bance, too great for his advanced years. —
Oh
Sunday
evening
last,
by
Rev.
Mr.
DANIEL W. LORD,
¡entative of the toncto New-Orleans in the ship Bingham, and of You can, therefore, at the utmost, hold your Wells, Mr. HetJry D. Sprague, tb Miss weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
CHARLES AUSTIN LORD.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
be seen bv the folio«Mcesh troops from Havana, was daily expect- station but a short period, and ought, there Louisa D. Milliken, both of Saco.
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 2i 1829.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
c
ui l. LZfed. American vessels and property were fore, on every account, to give up the office
In Saco, 27th ult. Mr. William Remick, to Alfred, in said county, on the first Monday
furnished us by
respected. The officers ot the Hornet immediately. This measure will save me Miss
Mary Ricker.—Mr. Mark Fernald, jr. of November next, at ten of the clock in the
:own, entirely desi.had gone on shore and visited the Mexican from the pain of being a public accuser, to Miss Louisa Berry.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
e state of the casei-commander, and returned through the yourself from the disgrace of a removal for
In
Parsonsfield,
on the 15th ult. Mr. Jo
HE Subscriber having purchased the
Shapletgh,
f«««’ witbout hindrance ormoles- adequate cause, and this communication will seph Chamberlain, of Cherryfield' to; Miss why the said instrument should not be
then become confidential. For, whatever
proved, approved, and allowed as the last
Stock of goods belonging to the late
Anft Dalton, of P.
will and testament of the said deceased .
firm of
candidate, had 21 a letter, however, published in the Balti- has passed, I have no wish to depreciate you
In
Boston,
Mr.
N.
P.
Love
ring,
to
Miss
nouth, Esq. the hthmore papers states that the attack of the in the opinion of your friends. Biat it would Mary L. Clapp, daughter of W, \V.Clapp, Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
». W. &ÒBD & BSl.
and William Hofe 'Mexicans would have been completely suc- be unpardonable, knowing you as I do, to let Esq. editor of the Evening Gazette.
A true copy—Attest,
intends to keep constantly on hand a good
. n . picessful, but for the speedy and unexpected the quarter pass, and the making of the great
Wm. Cutter Allen* Reg'r.
variety of GROCERIES, &c.
>hcan, had 8. AM^étuni of Barrajas? who had gone to Altame- contracts in October next, to come into your
October 10.
£7.
He would aiso inform. those in
< by “ accident or ii.]rja to surprise Gen. La Garza, expecting to hands, without proper efforts for prevention.
debted
to the late firm of D. W. Lord, 8c Br.
1
am,
Sir,
your
obedient
servant,
“sof the Jacksonlisif capture the old General and all under his
TAA
YARD
AT
AUCTIO
nT that he is the lawful owner of their demands^
ABM.
BRADLEY.
“ Morp« Sweat Btf-command without loss on his part. ” At
Hon. Wm. T.Barry, Postmaster General.
Y virtue of license from the Judge of and requests immediate payment.
1
1 ,«two o’clock on the morning ot the 22d ult.
J. W. MASON.
Goodwin—Senators;ithe ^ght commenced in the streets and from
Probate for the County of York, will
•Mr. Simpson is a Clerk in the General
be sold at Public Vendue on the premises,Kennebunk-port, Oct. 2, 1829.
and Town Clii’k c«üthe tops of Xhc houses and continued un
on Saturday the 3lst inst. at one of the clock
count and it was i^Yil 10 o’clock, when thé Spaniards called a Post-Office.
XJST OF LETTERS
iri the afternoon ; all the real estate of
. bA -a. „/parley and agreed to surrender to Santa Ane ; and aftei the
. gut Ge & Bari.a(]as ^vho was giad to get
Remaining in the Post-Office at Berwick,
More Removals.—We learn from the
THOMAS RICKER.
Me. September 30, 1829.
e of the Selectmen,!/back from his visit to Altameira, arriving at Washington papers of the 2d inst. that Piiinlate of Berwick, in said County, Tanner, de
DIED—In York, on the28th ult. Mrs. Abi ceased ; the same lying in said Berwick,
■h County Treasureâthe time with his forces, changed the fortune eas Bradley is removed from the Office of
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
Second Assistant Post-master General. It is gail, wife of Capt. Ebenezer Chapman, aged within about a mile and a half from Great
’
hnv w»!ofthe day. Santa Anna re-surrendered the
Mary Archibald,-—Sk. Burla, George
om ot the
, <town and retired witH his troops unmolested not yet known who is to be “ rewarded” 36. Falls, on the cross road, leading from (treat Brown, Sally Bodwell, Joseph Brackett,
At Boon Island. 25th ult. Mr. William Falls to the dwelling house of Ichabod But
ted. 1 he return to h;s former portion at the old town of with his place. ‘ Never was any public of
leigh was duly eWTampico, where he now remains augmenting fice,’ says the National Intelligencer, ‘ so Tutherly, aged 78, formerly of Eliot.
ler, consisting of about seventeen acres ot Dorcas Bryant, Hiram Brackett,—Ann
In Saco, on Friday. 2d instant Capt. improved land ; a large and convenient Tan Clements,—Salvina Elliot,■‘-■Oliver Furnald,
io-ned bv Mr. IV® ¡Jiis forces, which he does with great facility, disorganized as the department of the PostAlvin Frost.
, S.
i ¿nni>rkvery Mexican in that neighborhood from Office now is. Proveroial as the Office has Edmund Moody, aged 64.Yard, containing sixty vats; a large two
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O.
In Belfast, Miss Harriet Fernaid. formerly story Bark House, with a Bark Mill; a Mill
always been for the regularity of its action,
indidate, who i .¡the age of 16 to 80 joining him.”
en__With these fc
it is stated that Mr. Harrison’s house had and the punctuality with which, above all, of Kittery, aged 46.
for rolling and breaking leather, all worked
Ivory ”1'. Hovey, Jacob Hooper,—Maria
In Buxton, 1st inst. a child of Mr. Samuel by water.
1. ran iudce whetihlbeen plundered and himself badly treated. its pecuniary engagements have been met,
Jellerson,—Rosewell Messinger, Patrick
The whole has been built within the last Manning, William McCi-osson, Hannah Mar
■ , 11
' I here was also a rumor, on August 31, that we shall not be surprised to hear that it has Dennett, aged 2 years.
t hold his sea
R Barradas had gone with a flag of truce to see failed to make its contracts this season, as
four years and is in complete order. Said tin.
well as to discharge its engagements under
ms and misrepresfMSanta Anna.
premises have been pronounced by good
P. Q R. S. T. U. W. X. Y. Z.
Capt. Baily of the Matilda brought des- existing contracts. Do what they may they
Tanners, eqvAl if not superior to any estab
John H. Peavy-Josiah Watsoni
can never replace the two Mr. Bradleys
bpatches for the U. S. Government.
lishment in the State.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
and Mr. Coyle, who, as if in perfect con
The Widow’s dower, with which the above
-The vote given
j------- tempt
and
disregard
of
every
obligation
of
is
encumbered,
will
also
be
sold
at
the
same
. the ¡ate elecM “ According to various letters from 1 amtime, if a fair price be offered. For further
LIST OF LETTERS
n a
. . fehpico, received in Philadelphia, the surrender duty and deference to the public interest,
KEws. particulars enquire of Mr. Nicholas Han- Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
■epresented. - tLf
w|10|p Spanish force to the Mexican have been driven from stations which they ship
have long filled with honor to themselves
soN, of South Berwick—Conditions made
i a list copied ‘roro iJGeneral Santa Anna, was nearly certain.”
October 1, 1829.
and advantage to the Public.
known at the time and place of sale.
.
which i's the sand ^ye COpy
above from the National Ga‘ The “ Reform,” We hear, is still going on.
MARY RICKER, Aciministruirix.
A. B. C. Di
• 19th ult.'izifizette, to which we add that letters of a simt- Some of the most valuable of the remaining
Berwick, October 1,1829.
KENNEBUNK, OCT. 10.
Capt. Joseph Burnham,—-Mrs. Louisa
l' , . opn. Jorffer import have z been received in this city, Clerks in the General Post Office, are to fol
Douglass.
,. Smith, 20 , l and in one it is expressly stated that the vis- low the fate of the most meritorious already
MEMORANDA.
E. F. G. H. I. J.
Senators, Moses’«1^t of Barradas, with a flag of truce, to Santa removed.
Saco, Sept.30.—Ar. sip. Register, Hill,
Thomas Hanson.
lames Goodwin Anna, was understood to relate to a capitu‘ Wm. Steuben Smith and S- F. Chap Boston ; senrs. Saco, Mnrch, do. ; Maine,
LL persons who are indebted to the
K. Li M. N. O. P.
’
Amlwvat*°P'’ which it was supposed would take man have been removed from the situation Smith, do. ; Oct. 2d, sch. Mary, Tarbox, do.
Subscribers, either by note or account,
Jathan D. API Jlplace on the 2d or third of September.
Francis A. Lord,—Hugh McCulloch, Esq.
of Clerks in the Second Comptroller’s Of —Sailed, 30th ult. sch. Abigail, Scamman,
of
more
than
six
months
standing,
are
re

[undoubtedly
Ai Y. Gazette.
2,
Joseph
Mood^,
Esq. Mrs. Murray,-»Bar
fice. The objection to the first of these gen Boston ; sip. Register, Hill, do. ; sch. Colum
in. ] Abij'ah UM
tlemen is, that he is the grandson of the bia, Gains, New-Bedford ; Oct. 1st, sch. quested to call, settle and pay previous to nabas Palmer, Esq. 3.
venerable John Adams, and the brother-in- Colma, Cole, do. ; 4th, sip. Mercury, Cros the first day of January next. Those who
Q. R. S. T. U. V.
From the Augusta Courier Sept. 24.
la\v of the Ex-President Adams. The ob by, Provincetown ; sch. Hope 8c Phebe, Har neglect this call will, without discrimination,
James K. Rcmich, Simon Ross«
at Mr. Andrew 5
find their notes and accounts in the hands of
jection to Mr. Chapman is, we suppose, that ding, Providence.
W. X. Y. Z,
Fire at Augusta.—We have again to re he did not favor the election of General
an Attorney for collection, after that time.
t in the House,as
Mies Betsey Wakefield.
cord an extensive destruction of property in Jackson to the Presidency.’—Bos. Palladium.
Those persons who have promised Wood,
Ar. at New-York, 28th ult. brig Orestes,
town-, will be rem our recently unfortunate city.
JAMES
OSBORN, Jr. P. ML
Ahout 20
Lumber and Produce must bring it previous
Nason, of this port, Turks Island, 12th ult.
caA see no reasoM. minutes after three o’clock this mOrning, out
to
the
before
mentioned
time,
or
Cash
will
Sailed from CallaOj 5th July, Eliza, Wise,
Useful Memoranda.—London is distant
citizens were aroused by the cry of fire ! It
Mustard Seed
Flax Seed.
be expected.
s from the
for Baltimore.
• . denied Mi was discovered to be ’at the double tene- from Edinburg 395 miles S.—from Dublin
The Subscribers have on hand a good as
HE Subscribers wish to purchase
Ar. at Marseilles, 15th Aug. brig Clarissa,
dd not be' n,ourfriMinent building on Broad street, which was 338 S.E.—Amsterdam 190 W.—-Paris 2'25,
sortment of CABINET FURNITURE,
MUSTARD SEED & FLAX SEED
Emery, from Boston via Malaga.
tbove returns
it.ÿi soon enve]OpCd with the destructive ele- N.N.W.—Copenhagen 616, S. W.—Vienna
for which a fair price will be paid.
The Elisha-Dennison at N. York from CHAIRS, &c. which they will sell Cheap
820
N.
W.
—
Madrid
860
N.
E.
b.
E.
—
Rome
following ext!
--- hment.
r
All attempts to suppress the flames
PALMER
MILLER.
Havre, Aug. 22, reports that the brig Mis for Cash until the first day of January next,
were discovered to be in vain, and the fate of 950 N. N. W.—Constantinople 166U N. N. sionary, Lord, of this port, which sailed in as they are about making a different ar
how pretty cleai'V
c1
W.—Moscow 1660 E. S» E.—Stockholm
in tbeMthe adjoining buildings was certain.
co. from Mobile for Havre, had not arrived rangement in their business.
□formality” in
The fire progressed up Broad street, till it 750 S.W.—Petersburg 1140.S. W.—Berlin when she left.
CHADBOURN & JUNKINS.
preached Spenser’s corner—thence along 540 W.— Lisbon 850 N. N. E.
to the election
Kennebunk, Oct. 9,1829.
Ar.
at
Liverpool,
previous
to
26th
ult.
Boston is distant from New-York 229—
7 hn¿ness of tbe “l Washington street to the dwelling of Wm.
ship Peru, Cole, of Saco, from Philadelphia.
Q/X BUSHELS Silver Skin ONIONS in
el
pMicdn, Esq. which was burnt. Below it Philadelphia 321—Baltimore 421—Wash
Ar. at Boston, 5th inst. brig ÈichOLf Prime order, just received and ftflK
ington
461—Charleston, S. C. 1003—Savan
(roperly.
^¡ communicated to the City Hotel, and down
mond-Packet,
Perkins,
of
and
from
this
port,
HAVE taken Elizabeth Kimball, a Sale by
St
remark that
j Broa<J street to the m.jck bmkling owned by nah 1121—New-Orleans 1624—St. Louis, With sugar and molasses to M’Lellan and
Town Pauper to support the present
vPre made W c!l>ohn
Phinizy, Esq. which was several times Missouri, 1444—Eastport 395—Montreal 300 Chadwick.
John Phmizy,
WANTED—as above a few Tons good
year—I hereby forbid all persons harbouring
— Quebec 590—Halifax, N. S. 500.—ZAzZ. »
of the annF)on firc^but finally saved.
Ar. at Baltimore, 3d inst. ship Eliza, Wise, or trusting her on my account or on account HAY.
ie day
w £very thing was perfectly dry in our city
Sept. 25, 1829.
Callao.
of the Town, as I shall pay no debts of her
John B. Russwurm, a man of color who
lCe was not ein Kavjng been without rain since the 27th ult.
SPOKEN.
contracting of any name or nature whatever.
• following lue ¿fFhe fife raged for upwards ot two hours. was graduated at Bowdoin College some
A good assortment of Justice
ISthult. lat. 22, Ion. 56J, Boston-Packet,
DANIEL NORTON.
Records of ^ale^ LA large quantity of goods was removed and years since, is superintendant of schools at
from Saco,-for Martinique.
QapeNeddick? York, Oct. 7,1829,
Blanks for Sale at this Office
e
»
JSaved.”
.
loberts uhtil nine o’clock to-morrpw. Tues
day, Sept. 15, 1829—met according to adjurnment and voted as follows —
“ Voted to drop all old candidates and
ike a new one for Representative.”
Note, Mr. Andrew Roberts was one of
he found unui i ie old candidates.
.^hroughr
.. town,
......... was
.... .
Qu ere. .................
After this..................
vote of the
me Russians Oie eligible, even if he had the power to ad'antinopje -ri,'»urn the meeting without a vote ot the
ferenceto‘;he;Hn?”
■

' „aw
g adjourned
W An

J

0

NOTICE.

T

Notice.

T

B

NOTICE.

A

T

ONIONS.

WHEREAS

I

THE WREATH.

| adversary to stand up, and be murdered,
and no “gentleman ever refuses” to com
ply with a request so very reasonable.
God help us ! if these areio be the prin
ciples by which we are to be governed, ;
!i it is to be an essential part of a gentle
man’s character thfir he can neither be a
Christian nor a subject. At this rate, the
sooner we abolish the race of gentlemen
| and declare ourselves a nation of shop
keepers, the better.

O^rPULMONARY CONSUMPTION I
Catarrhal and Asthmatic Disorders.
i IWW'ORE than One Tenth of all the an
JLvJEL Dual deaths in this Country and Great
Britain, are stated to be caused by that insid
ious destroyer of human life, the

Consumption!
Easily overcome in its infancy, it rapidly
arrives if neglected at an unconquerable and
terrific maturity. An obstinate, violent, and
convulsive cough, is the inevitable forerun
ner when neglected of the PULMONARY
CONSUMPTION, and its attendant train
of horrors t—increased heat and pulse ;—
nausea ; oppression of the breast; greenish
and bloody spittle ; loss of appetite and in
crease of thirst ; ulcerated lungs ; clammy
sweats and hectic fever; general emacia
tion of the body ; shrivelled extremities ;
excessive and weakening discharges ; sink
ing of the eyes; prostration of strength ;
burning palms and flushed cheeks ; swollen
feet and legs ; and, at length, while the
wretched sufferei' is still sanguine of life,
cold extremities and an agonizing death.
These evils may be nipped in the bud by
the timely administration of that long tried
and invaluable Medicine

At a Court of Probate held at
within and for the coitnly of York, oni
first Monday in September, in the year 6
It a Court of Probate, holden at Alfred,
our Lord eighteen hundred and
within and for the county of York, on the
nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM j
first Monday of September, in the year of
HAYES, Judge of said Court:
our Lord, eighteen hundred and twentynine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A. THACHER JONES, administrator
the estate of Thomas Jones,late5
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman, deceaj.
N the petition of Betsey Russell, ed, having presented his first account ofai I
widow of Daniel Russell, late of San ministration of the estate of said decease?
ford, in said county, yeoman, deceased, pray
for allowance : and also his private accou
ing for an allowance out of the personal es against said estate for allowance r
tate of said deceased :
ORDERED,—That the said administ«
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give tor give notice to all persons interested k
notice thereof to all persons interested in causing a copy of this order to be publisht
said estate, by causing a copy of this order to three weeks successively in the Kennebutf.
be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three tyr that they may appear at a Probate Co^
weeks successively, that they may appear to be held at Alfred, in said county, on (¡)e
at a Probate Court to be holden at Alfred in first Monday in November’ next, at ten of the
said county, on the first Monday in Novem clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
ber next, at ten of the clock in forenoon, and they have, why the same should not b,ca|i
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer lowed.
of said petition should not be granted.
Attest, WjT. Cutter Allkjj,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen? Rcg’r.
A true copy—attestt
A true copydrTEST,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
September 26.
September 19.

O

DEATH & SLEEP—AN APOLOGUE.
from the German.
As hand in hand the Angel of Sleep and
the Angel of Death were traversing the
Earth, evening gently stole upon them,
T1
and they sat down amid a quiet scene,
paid à
while the distant village bell died away
ned (I
upon the air.
Tranquil and silent, ac
until i
cording to their habits, they enjoyed in
Th :
confidence the beauty of the scene. At
sporti!
length the Angel of Sleep arose from his
beyoi ï
mossy seat, and scattered from his hand
the seed of slumber ; the evening breeze
bore them to the cottage of the fatigued
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred^
laborer. Sweet sleep embraced the in
Dr. Reiffs Asthmatic Pills*
within and for the county of York, on
habitants of the village from the grey which have been known to cure persons sup
thefirst Monday in September, inlheyear A GREEABLY to the provisions of thrie.
head that leaned upon the staff, to the posed to be far gone in a Consumption, and
of
our Lord eighteen hundred and twen KSl solve of February 2d, 1828, “for pi?
exhibiting
all
the
appearance
of
approaching
nursling in the cradle ; and sickness forgot
dissolution.
ty-nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM viding public buildings for the use of the
its pains, and affliction its grief, and pover
State, and rm additional resolve passed Feb
The Pills also constitute an excellent Pec
A. HAYES, Judge of saidCourt.
T’l
ty its cares. His duties thus discharged, toral Medicine. Those therefore who
ruarv 19th, 1829?’
OHN
LITTLEFIELD,
administrator
uf it,
The following Townships and parts c’
the benevolent Angel of Sleep returned are troubled with the common coughs oc
of the estate of Benjamin Coes, late Townships, will be sold at Public Auction ?
■itiiS f
and seated himself again beside his more casioned. by acrid humorous tickling in the
of Kennebunk-Port, in said county,deceased,
aposi'e,
serious brother. ‘‘AVhen the day dawns,” throat, or defluxions upon the longs, depriv having presented hi* first account of admin the highest bidder, at the Land Office,’ ¡g
away?”
ing the patient of refreshing sleep, and
Bangor, on Tuesday the twentieth day of
istration
of
the
estate
of
said
deceased
for
i an
cmn,
said he, with joy, “ men will bless me as gradually introducing the train of Pulmona
October next,, at 10 o’clock m the forenoon
quen' a
their friend and benefactor , what delight, ry affections, will receive from the use of allowance: and also his private account (subject to the reservation for public use»
.^gainst the estate of said deceased :
■wise e
provided by Law,) viz.
to da good unseen and in secret ; bow the Pills, certain, and frequently the most
ORDERED,—That the said administra
evideto
sudden
and
cheering
relief.
—
-They
appease
Township
number
2
’
,
in
the
13th
range,
happy are we the invisible messengers of
reveb ti<
the cough, promote easy expectoration, re te!: give notice to all persons interested, west from the monument, according to the
Heaven ; how blest is our peaceful, desti lieve and often cure protracted, obstinate, by causing a copy of this order to be pub plan of Joseph Norris. Township No, 3 ¡5
distil iitti
mora- je
ny I”
and most distressing cases. Common Colds lished three weeks successively, in the Ken the 7th range, and Township No, 5,int\e.
lated ¡0
Thus spoke the lovely Angel of Sleep. are generally removed by the Pills in a few nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in 4th range, according to Joseph and Joseph
said county, that they may appear at a Pro C. Norris* plan.. Also, Township No, t,i5
Tbl' ! B
THE WORLD TO COME.
The Angel* of Death looked upon him hours.
invite . u
These Pills also afford immediate relief in bate Qaurt to be held at Alfred^ in said coun the 9th range. Township marked A. in th
BY BOWRING.
with silent anguish and a tear, such as
selve r
the harrassing and suffocating complaint of ty, on the first Monday in November next, 11th range, and all that part of Township
If all our hopes and all our* fears.
immortals shed, glistened in the orbit of the Asthma. In attacks of this disease at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew numbered 4, in the 3d range of Townshipj
away in
Were prisoned in life’s narrow bound ;
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
same
lately! pr
his lugubrious eye—“ Ah,?’ cried he, characterized by difficulty of breathing;
west of' the monument, according to a plan
If, travellers through this vale of tears,
garde, iS
“ why can I not like thee enjoy the ^x- tightness and stricture across the breast and should not be allowed.
made by Joseph and Joseph C. Norris, whichi
We saw no better world beyond ;
A
ttest
,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Reg
’
r.
chan äi?d
i
was assigned and set off to 'the State of
.quisite pleasure of gratitude ? Man calls in the lungs ; oppressive flatulence ; wheez
Oh ’ what could check the rising sigh,
A
true
copy
—
attest
,
is gV e.
Maine, bv the Commissioners, under the
Whatearthlythingcouldpleasure give? me the enemy and Mie disturber of his de ing ; coughing and hoarseness ; costiveness
whic i bi
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and other Asthmatic symptoms, the timely
act providing for the separation of Maine
Oh I who could venture then to die—
lights.”
:auni i
administration of Dr. Relfe’s Pills, invariably
September 19.
from’ Massachusetts.
Oh who could venture then to live ?
gaud7 r i
“ My brother,” replied the Angel of mitigates the attack, often ensures perma
DANIEL ROSE, Land Atpnt.
Were life a dark and desert moor.
theh es
July SB, 1829.
Where mists and clouds eternal spread ; Sleep, “ when the just shall arise from the nent relrefi, and sometimes effects a radical At a Court of Probate holden. at Alfred,
OUS 1 rn
within and for the County of York, on the
tomb, will he not recognize thee as his cure..
Their gloomy veil behind, before,
brow i at
And tempests thunder overhead ;
first Monday of September, in the year of
friend and benefactor, and bless thee with
broacbl’
Where not a sunbeam breaks the gloom*
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyeternal gratitude ? Are. we not brethren,
lately t<
And not a flowret smiles beneath,
nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A. ^&N the third or fourth inst. between
of spuing
sent forth by the same kind parent ?” He
Who could exist in such a tomb—
Brunswick and Berwick. Maine, a
short no
HAYES, ludge of sudd Court :
paused, and the countenance of the Angel
Who dwell in. darkness and in death ?•
and v hit
n^N the petition of John Nowell, ad- calfskin POCKET BOOK, containing from
And such were life without the ray
of Death beamed with radiant smiles—the
■vvindiiithi
Lr ministrator of the estate of Jbkn Now- forty to fifty Dollars in Bank Bills, nwstlvif
Of our divine religion given ;
two genii embraced each other with fra
their ifat
tll, late of York, in said county, deceased, not all of the Dedham Bank, Mass. A N®
*Tis this that makes our darkness day,
of
hand
of
thirty-five
Dollars
andjsop?-ternal affection.
The Àa
e
epresenting that the personal estate of. said signed by James Capen, Jr
’Tis this that makes our earth a heaven.
subserber
these ■ cl
eceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
Bright is the golden sun above,
and
some
other
his ej t
rhich he owed at the time of his death by but the Ow-«‘. Whoever has found the
A hint to young Ladies.
We feel
And beautiful the flowers that bloom,
bletl- it
¡ie sum of three hundlred and seventy-one sam« «nd will leave it with Nathaniel Hobbs,
And all is joy and all is love,
some reluctance in telling even to our pro
ear
tl! en
ollars and praying for a license to sell, and innholder in Berwick, or with Nathaniel Lit
Reflected from the world to come.
fessional readers, what we once met with ;
•whisjisifr
onvey so much of the real estate of said de tlefield, near Wells’ Landing, or with James
inthtk i
but it is an illustration of the evils of tight
eased, as may be necessary for the payment Capon, Jr. Gardiner, Maine, or give informa
brool di h
EPIGRAM.
f said debts and incidental charges:
lacing,. and we may therefore venture. At
tion where they can be found to the subscri
him iti
.
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give ber at Stoughton, shall receive five dollars
A Cornish vicar,, while he preached.
a large and somewhat formal dinner-par
soon sia
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, reward.
Of patient Job did speak ;
JAMES CAPEN, 1r.
ty, shortly before the ladies left the room,
The <f)u!
“ 1 have tried your Dr. Relfe’s Asthmatic and to all persons interested in said estate, by
When he came home, found to his grief,
Stoughton, Sept. W, 182^;
a loud report, like that of a pistol, sud Pills, in Asthma, difficulty of breathing and •causing, a copy of this order to be published
Its vetfie
His cask had sprung a leak.
whici t
denly startled the whole company ; con Consumption, when all other Medicine had in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
Enraged—his wife did thus advise,
her 1 ng
versation at once dropped—a dead silence failed, ar.d have found them most excellent.” nebunk, in said county ».three weeks succes
“ Job for a pattern choose,”
±
A
BARGAIN,
one
third
part
In tiee
But he reply’d “ Job ne’er had such
ensued—consternation sat on every coun Another Physician writes—“ 1 have tried sively, that they may appear ata Probate
t*16 Brig Watchman,
we w
your Relfe’s Asthmatic Pills with a patient Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county,
A tub of ále to lose.”
tenance, and the guests whispered to of mine, whose case had resisted every thing on the first Monday in. November next, at
^<53 Tons burthen, three yean
each su
- old, Copper fastened and Copper
Theiigt
each other aR round the table, « what —the cough, has certainly left her.” A cor ten of the clock in" the forenoon, and shew
EPIGRAM.
saluti ry.
that could be ?” At length the deep crim respond cm writes—“ The AsthmatigPills cause if any they have, why the prayer of Sheathed four months since, as she eamt
from sea, lying at the wharf in KenneThe vices of the world to see
whidii sy
give such astonishing relief in cases of com said petition should not be granted*
son
blushes
ofa
young
lady
fixed
the
eyes
bunk-port, and is in all respects a first rate
Smug seems most truly grieved t
what
mon colds, coughs, &c. as no one can believe
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg’r.
vessel. Terms of Payment liberal, apply
Whv, man, take heart,, the world will be of every one upon her. It was not, how unless they make the trial”
are ft 1o
A
true,
copy
—
attest
,
to
DANIEL
NASON.
ever, till many weeks afterwards, that the
Much better when you leave it,
of a uar
An Agent writes—“Your CDr. Relfe’s
W
m. Cutter Allen. Register.
August
15;
remind u
explanation of this singular phenomenon Asthmatic) Pills have performed a miracu
September
12,
A PAIR OF PLAGUES.
going tan
came out ; and; we had' it, not from the lous cure in this town. A man about 50, had
becli ng
Between lone, and gout, sir,
young lady herself, but from “authority” been confined some months; his/eei and legs At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
fashie i
What miseries men find,
badly
swollen
I
a
bud
cough;;
respiration
that one of the flat steels of her stays, sit difficult, and was given, over by his-physicians
within and for the County of York, on
frequ
For gout makes them lame, sir,
uate over the region of the stomach, had and friends, who considered him in a confashie;
thefirst Monday ofSeptember, in the year
And love makes them blind.
seaso ,
suddenly snapped, and thus given rise to firmed consumption; after taking three
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyagain’vh
boxes of these Pills, all the threatening
.TBTBAS
removed
HIS
GOODS
to
Bl
the
mysterious
explosion.
nine,by
the
Honourable
WILLIAM
A.
One law for therichand anotherfor the poor.
those see
symptoms are removed, and he is fast recov
■'iUlJL
S
tore, adjoining His House, when
Medical Gazette.
HAYES, Judge of said Court r
presqtee
ering.
he will be happy to wait upon customers.
“ Plate sin with gold,
witn®8 a
A gentleman of Plymouth, 70 years of age, M’&N the petition of Mart Ke hr Er.
Kennebunk, September 19,1829.
And the strong lance ofjustice hurtless breaks,
administratrix of the estate of Am
Buwht
An ignorant young spendthrift wishing was cured of an Asthma by three boxes, af
Clothe it in rags—a pigmy’s straw doth pierce
the d irk
to borrow some money as privately as ter having been afflicted upwards of thirty brose Kenney, late ofLebanon, in said CouuFïX'SfSÏS &. SVSG8JB.
it.”
ty,
deceased
representing
That
the
person

cing, I nd
years.
more J str
If two tradesmen or laborers fall out, possible, was startled at reading the be
A young Lady of Boston, was severely af al estate of said deceased is not sufficient to
ginning of the bond, “ Be it known to all
DOCTOR
FARNUM,
pay
the
just
debts
which
he
owed
at
the
time
morekbi
and challenge each other to fight wij;h
flicted for three years-with a violent cough,
this? I hr
men,” and declared his unwillingness to difficulty of breathing, spitting of blood, pain of his death by the sum ofi two hundred and TO ESPEC'I FULLY acquaints the inM'
fists, they are liable to be taken up and
that 1 is i
sign, as it must certainly come to his fa in the side, deprived of sleep and universally twenty-five dollars and seventy-nine cfents, Stil' itants of Alfred and its vicinity.
rammed into gaol to be tried for a riot. If
he. has taken lodgings in the house cfJOHK
Surcl! nt
debilitated. In this distressing state, after andprayingfor a license to? sell and convey S
ther’s ears.—Balt. Ev& Post.
ayward Jr. Esq. and will devote his lime
one of them be so unlucky as to kill the
pointfien
having tried all other Medicine in vain, and so much of the t eal estate of said deceased
nave ||ei
other, he is committed on the Coroner’s
resigned as past relief, on taking, only two as may be necessary for the payment of said anti talents to those who may favour hi»
a strange
warrant for manslaughter, and, though it
boxes of these Pills, her cough and the whole debts and incidental charges ; and also foi- with their confidence.
Alfred, Sept.3, 1829.
you, b ;
of her symptoms left her, sleep was restor- the allowance of her first administration ac
seldom happens that a man is punished by
hommm
ed and her health was perfectly established. count ;
the Judge for a mischance in a fair stand
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
compjnic
(Price jg.l for whole boxes of 30 Pills, and
up fight, a long imprisonment previous to
liest fliils
50 cts. for half do. of Pills with directions.) notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
RE
constantly
supplied
with
most
kindh
and to all persons interested in said estate,
waydird
trial may be the ruin of a, family who de
***Prepared from the original MJh Re by causing a copy of th is order to be publish
of Military Goods whiclhthey will sell
that i ilk
pend upon his labor for support ; but if
cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T. ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
on good-terms for cash or approved credit.
the pi les
two gentlemen quarrel and challenge each
Their present stock consists, of the follow Kidder, his immediate successor and the Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
ness iiim
sole proprietor, which, with the other “ Con cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
other to fight with pistols, they may be ing articles, viz :
did dire
way Medicine,” is for sale wholesale at his Court to be holden at Alfred, in said coun rffilHE Subscribers would give notice to
bound over to keep the peacej hut nothing Plated and Brass mounted Swords ;
time H
Counting-room, over No. 97, (formerly call ty, on the first Monday in November next, JL
Brass Scabbard and Artillery do.*
their friends and the public that they
the ptace
more. Nobody ever heard of an indict Gilt and. Plated Epauletts ;
ed No. 70) corner of Court and Hanover at ten of the clock in.the forenoon, and shew have formed a connection in business at Al
self t|yoi
ment for a riot or for a conspiracy to mur Gilt, Plated’and plain Morocco Belts
streets, Boston, and retail, by his special ap cause, if any they have, why the prayer of fred Village, and will devote their time to the
that; ter
pointment, by
der in such a case. If one of them feloni Red Broad Cloths ;
said petition should not be granted.
andl iw
BOOT & SHOE MAKING
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
ously points his pistol at the other, and White and Red Cassimeres ;Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the g rb
Vulture
and
Swan
Plumes
of
all
colors
;
BUSINESS.
*^*None
genuine
without
the
written
sig

deliberately shoots him dead, there is no
your* on
A true Copy—attest,
Gilt and Plated Tassels ;
They
will
manufacture
every
description;
nature
ofT.
KIDDER,
an
the
outside
print

The «ld
prosecution, and the murderer walks Gilt and PTated-Coat and Vest Buttons, for
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ed wrapper.
of Boots
Shoes at short notice and war
it, tin w
abroad unmolested! If a turbulent fellow Artillery and Infantry ; Steel Swivels ;f
September 12.
rant their work to be good, and hope by as
ance toy;
have his brains knocked out in a fight at a Gilt, Brass and Plated Belt? Plates ;
siduity and attention to their profession^
had | ¡kt
fair, ten to one but the poor, devil who Gilt and Plated Velum and Prussian Laces ;
merit the patiroinage of thè public.
give ; ílf!
‘
JOSEPH THOMPSON,
struck the blow is hanged for it but, if a Gilt and Plated Cords ; Eagles ; Braids ;
the ii ita
Red Cord, &c. &c.
WILLIAM
EASTMAN.
HE
subscriber
has
for
sale
13
German
even
rinHE Copartnership heretofore existing
gentleman in cold blood blows out his
Likewise, one ready made artillery coat,
Alfred, Sept. 1, 1829.
Violins of fair, quality, any of which he. _SL under the firm of
fectit
friend’s brains with his pistol, he is a man which they will sell very low.
can afford to sell for one half the Portland or
wrou ht
BOURN & TOWNE,
Kennebunk, August 28,1829.
ofhonor, and everybody admires and ca
Boston prices, as they were purchased of the
But wb
resses him. If a man advise the Kirig to
importers —Any instrument purchased will of Kennebunk-port, was by mutual consent
ent
ii the
dissolved
in
June
last.
Alfpersons
indebted
HE
Wife
of
J
ohn
B
rown
,
of
New-York
be furnished with new strings.
break the laws, such a man, be he Peer or
mela tin
L.
to
said
firm
are
hereby
called
upon
to
make
city,
left
that
city
m
June
last
for
the
Al so, about lâ&C dozen Essence of Pep
in yo ® yi
plebian, is by a new Act of Parliament deimmediate
payment.
Eastward,
since
which
time
she
has
beer»
LL persons indebted to the late firm of permint and Cinnamon in boxes, put up for ,
hast en
s dared incapable of ever serving his majes sfyL A. F. Symonds, & Co. or to A. F. Sy the West India Market, and as our W. I.
OLIVER BOURNE,
heard of in Newburyport, but can be traced
your vai
WILLIAM TOWNE.
ty again ; but if a Prime Minister break monds, previous to the 30th of April last, commerce is not at present remarkably brisk
no further. Her name is Mart Bro^^
your eij
The business will be continued by Wm and has; with her a -child named MARih. the lawsJiimselL he is deemed on that are earnestly requested to make immediate the subscriber wilbdispose of them in large
you t eet
Towne, at the old stand*.
aged
3
years.
or
small
quantitieson
fair
terms
—
they
are
of
payment.
No
further
extension
of
time
can
^ery account the more worthy of remain
houst eil
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 28, 1829.
Any information relating to them will be
good
quality.
JOHN
LILLIE.
or
will
be
allowed.
A.
F.
SYMONDS.
are g lev,
ing at the head of the executive govern
thankfully received by her'husband, nbw
- Kennebunk, August 8, 1829;
Wells, August 20,1329.
The 00ment; Howjsuch.a person can have the
siding in New-Rowley, Mass.
and i w
Aug. 7,____________________
_ :
face to assist at those Councils which
yagu bu
doom wretches to the gallows, for private mOR Sale by JOS. G. MOO DI
have lee
LL persons indebted to the Subscriber
Notice^
ly stealing, is a riddle to me.
But it 3b
that i ice
Yellow Corn and Cider Vinegar.
on account ar^ requested to settle and
Kennebunk, August 15, 1829;
their 'eli
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
$eems that it is one thing to be a citizen,
■pay the same by the last day'of November LL accounts and Notes remaining un
whfa iin|
are requested to call, settle and pay next—all yvho neglect this call will have the
and another thing to be a gentleman. A
paid, of the subscriber, after the Wth cs j
immediately.
pleasure of settling their accounts with a
A good assortment of Justice
October will be left with an attorney for coll ‘ to n ikt
citizen must conform to the laws, but a
now *ee
BENJAMIN DODGE.
third person.
.. ’
SETH HATCH.
lection.
WILLIAM LORD- f
gentleman“ has a. right to require” his Blanks for SrJe at this Office.
nel; bn
Kennebunk-landirig^Sept. 2, 1829.
} Wells, Sept. 9K1829<.
Kennebunk. August 14,1829,
oftht rg
embi wn
trees]
U" ire
ipr
trunl.....
ì at
hutn |ur

timber hands.
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FOR SALE

Removal.

JOS. G. MOODY,

MILITARY

Palmer

Miller

A

Violins 4*' Essences.

Copartnership Dissolved.
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Notice.

T
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Notice.
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